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1 SQLstream Overview

Guavus s-Server is designed for the low latency, high volume, rapid integration needs of
today's real-time businesses. Guavus s-Server processes transactions from a variety of
sources continuously, providing streaming analytics, and outputting data to multiple
destinations. Complex, time-sensitive transformations and analytics are simple to configure,
and they execute continuously across multiple input data sources and write to multiple
destinations.

As in RDBMS systems, you use SQL to manipulate data in s-Server. However, contrast to
traditional RDBMSs, which process static, stored data with repeated single-shot queries, in s-
Server, data is flowing and queries are open-ended. While there are a number of key
differences, if you have worked with SQL in an RDBMS context before, you will find that many
procedures are similar in s-Server.

Streaming data

Streaming data are processed as a continuous flow. You can set up s-Server to monitor a
continuously changing log file, or a on ongoing network feed, or Kafka messages, and other
systems that produce data in columns. s-Server parses such data in CSV, JSON, XML, key
pair, and Google protocol buffers. Examples include financial trading data, internet
clickstream data, sensor data, and exception events. SQLstream processes multiple input
and output streams of data, for multiple publishers and subscribers. 

Streaming data are time-sensitive data. Regardless of where it originates, data will be
represented as sequences of time-stamped messages. (By default, such timestamps are
established when data enters s-Server, but you can also configure s-Server so that such
timestamps reflect when data was collected. 

Streaming queries

A streaming query is a continuous, standing query that executes over streaming data. Guavus
s-Server processes data streams using familiar SQL relational operators augmented to
handle time sensitive data. Streaming queries can be event-driven and can aggregate over
rolling or periodic time windows.

Rowtimes, the stream clock, and rowtime bounds

Streams operate in a continual present, The timestamp for each row is called rowtime. The
arrival of a row establishes the current time of the stream, informally called the "stream
clock."

Since streaming queries are typically time-sensitive, these rowtimes often determine when
processing can proceed based on thresholds or aggregation criteria. Queries that process
multiple streams of input can encounter greatly varying data arrival rates on those input
streams.

SQLstream enables producers to publish rowtime bounds that increase efficiency in
processing multiple streams that may produce data at greatly varying rates. Publishing a
rowtime bound promises that no subsequent row from this producer will have a rowtime
earlier than the bound. That certainty frees queries and other processes to proceed with
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actions that might otherwise have waited to include such a row, that is, a row with a rowtime
earlier than the now-known bound.

Stream data processing with SQL

Stream data is processed using familiar relational operators to handle time windows. Time
windows vary depending on the application, from milliseconds to many hours, or even days.
An application or user can use SQL to create a relational view over various message
streams, transforming the data by applying relational operations such as aggregation,
correlation, and filtering.

You will generally set up s-Server applications as pipelines, with data flowing in at one end,
analyzed in the middle, and outputted at the end, though it's also the case that s-Server lets
you create multiple views throughout the pipeline. You can set up queries so that different
applications and users can each get their own customized view of the streaming data.

SQLstream and RDBMSs

s-Server complements an RDBMS. Both share a common data model centered on
processing relational rows, queries, and views. They share common data manipulation and
definition languages standardized as SQL. They share a common security model and APIs,
such as JDBC, and a common representation of metadata. s-Server uses predetermined
queries over arriving data, processing continuously and easy to maintain even during
execution. An RDBMS is used for ad hoc queries over historical data, processing each query
until it terminates.

The two work well together. s-Server can use static predetermined queries to preprocess
data for an RDBMS and also respond to incoming messages by triggering dynamic queries
on the data stored in an RDBMS. Queries in s-Server typically are scoped over explicit time
windows based on business rules. The business rules typically specify time windows
measured in minutes or hours, but time windows over any duration from milliseconds to
months are possible. Both s-Server and an RDBMS can be used for transaction processing.

1.1 Stream and View

One of the key concepts in streaming SQL, a stream is a continually updating data object,
with columns of data similar to a database table. A stream is a schema object that is a
relation but which does not store data like as a finite relation (such as a table in a database). A
stream can be written to by multiple writers (with INSERT statements, often contained in
pumps) and read from by multiple readers (with SELECT statements. The number of records
in a stream can be infinite, as with a log file that is continually read as new data is logged. 

Querying a Stream

A conventional SQL application prepares and executes a statement with a SELECT... query
and iterates through the returned result set until there are no more rows to return. In a
streaming context, a SELECT statement essentially runs forever. This means that the "get
next row" call ( such as, for JDBC: ResultSet.next() ) blocks within the Guavus s-Server client
driver until one of the following two possibilities occurs:
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· The next row becomes available, which could be a very long wait for some data
sources, or

· The statement is deliberately closed by the client application.

In the latter case, the application is in effect "unsubscribing" from the stream. 

Note: Guavus s-Server extends the JDBC API to offer millisecond-granularity timeout
intervals to make ResultSet polling more practical for an application that wants to remain
responsive to other events.

Streams and Time

Because streams continually update, time is an important concept in Streaming SQL. Time in
streams is monotonically increasing, meaning it always goes forward. This monotonically
increasing time is tracked as a column value called ROWTIME. ROWTIME is usually the time
a row enters the stream, thought you can also configure the system to assign this value to a
time generated by the data source. 

Pipelines

Streaming SQL applications are often organized into pipelines, with multiple data sources that
are merged and analyzed, and multiple writers to visualization systems such as StreamLab,
as well as archiving systems, such as Hadoop or RDBMS systems.

Views

You can save queries as views, which you can later access as shorthand for the query.
Views function as "macros" for queries. When you write a statement that references a view,
the view runs the query as defined in the view. 

For example, if you write the statement CREATE VIEW all_emps AS SELECT * FROM emp,
you can later query or analyze all_emps as if it were itself a table. The results are the same
as they would be if you ran the original code.

Views are more useful in a streaming context than a database context, mostly because of the
kinds of complex systems to which streaming SQL lends itself. Such systems often involve
multiple data sources that need to be analyzed at several junctures in the pipeline.

1.2 Differences from RDBMS tables

Streams resemble database tables in several ways. They have columns and rows, and you
can use SELECT or INSERT on a stream. However, tables are finite; you always know how
many rows are present in a table. In contrast, streams are infinite; you never know exactly
how many rows are present, or have been present, or will be present. 

To make processing manageable, you will often use windows of either time or number of
rows. 

All streams must be created within schemas.
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The example below first creates and sets a schema called "Test," then creates a stream
called  "logstream," then selects from this stream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Test";

SET SCHEMA '"Test"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM logStream (

source VARCHAR(20),

message VARCHAR(3072))

DESCRIPTION 'Example stream';

SELECT STREAM * FROM logStream;

INSERT INTO logStream VALUES('test', 'message1');

INSERT INTO logStream (source, message) 

VALUES('test', 'message1');

Because streams always involve time, when you query streams you will need to keep in mind
what window of time you want to query. This could be "everything until now" or "the past day"
or "the past hour."

1.3 System Architecture

The diagram below shows the key elements in Guavus s-Server's system architecture,
providing an overview of a Guavus s-Server-based system in the context of external
applications, data sources and sinks, databases, and other systems.

Guavus s-Server

The SQLstream runtime component that manages and executes Guavus s-Server
applications. s-Server lets you read and write structured and unstructured data; create,
update, query, merge, and delete streams; and apply analytics built in SQL and Java. s-
Server is a Relational Data Stream Management System. This means that s-Server acts like
a relational database, and uses SQL as an interface, but manages data streams alongside
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tables. Like database tables, streams store data in columns, but streams are effectively
infinite. You work with these by declaring windows and running analytics on these.

Guavus StreamLab

StreamLab is a web application development environment that automatically generates
streaming SQL, which are known as "StreamApps." Using StreamLab's graphical interface,
you can set up input streams for data, apply built-in analytics to this data, and create sinks for
data for output to external locations.

Guavus s-Dashboard

s-Dashboard is a browser based solution to enable business users and analysts to build, edit,
and deploy real-time dashboards over streams, views, or tables. These streams, views, and
tables may have been created in StreamLab, or otherwise generated in s-Server. Once
deployed, these dashboards will update continuously with s-Server data.

WebAgent

The s-Server WebAgent functions as a simple, miniature Web server. It accepts certain
HTTP requests which represent SQL queries, and send these queries to s-Server. The agent
replies with the query results as JSON objects.

Adapters

Adapters let you connect to foreign data sources and sinks. These fall into two categories: 

· The SQL/MED adapter, which lets you access structured data in RDBMS systems. With
this adapter, you can select, insert, update, merge, and delete data in systems such as
MySQL, PostgreSQL, Teradata, Oracle, and Microsoft RDBMS systems.

· The Extensible Common Data Adapter, which lets you read and write semi-structured data
formatted as CSV, XML, JSON, or BSON, over the file system, HTTP, WebSockets,
network sockets, AMQP, Kafka, Amazon Kinesis, MongoDB, Teradata listener, IBM MQ,
and other systems.

Agents

Agents perform the same functions as adapters, but operate remotely. These are well-suited
to pull in data from sensors, Internet of Things gateways, and other location-specific objects.

1.4 Accessing Foreign Data

You can access foreign data in two ways:
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Method Data Accessed SQL Verbs

Through MED/JDBC Foreign databases, including relational
and non relational sources.

SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE, DELETE,
MERGE

Through the Extensible
Common Data Adapter

Non-relational, semi-structured data,
including CSV, XML, BSON, and JSON
data, accessed through the file system,
network sockets, WebSockets, HTTP,
Apache Kafka, AMQP, Amazon
Kinesis, and IBM MQ.

SELECT, INSERT

Accessing Foreign Data

A Foreign Data Wrapper provides access from within s-Server to an external system via an
adapter. The Data Wrapper lets s-Server know that a data source or destination--such as a
database or flat file--exists. s-Server also requires you to define server objects, which store
credentials, version information, and so on for a foreign stream or database.

1.5 Pump

A pump is a Guavus s-Server schema object that provides a continuously running  INSERT
INTO stream SELECT ... FROM query functionality, thereby enabling the results of a query to
enter a named stream.

A pump wraps around a standard SQL INSERT INTO or SELECT FROM query, but gives
this query an execution context.

The example below first creates and sets the schema "Test," then creates two streams,
"OrderDataWithCreateTime" and "OrderData, then creates a pump that selects from the first
stream and inserts into the second stream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Test";

SET SCHEMA '"Test"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "OrderDataWithCreateTime" (

"key_order" VARCHAR(20),

"key_user" VARCHAR(20),

"key_billing_country" VARCHAR(20),

"key_product" VARCHAR(20),

"quantity" INTEGER,

"eur" DOUBLE,

"usd" DOUBLE)

DESCRIPTION 'Creates origin stream for pump';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "OrderData" (

"key_order" VARCHAR(20),

"key_user" VARCHAR(20),

"country" VARCHAR(20),

"key_product" VARCHAR(20),

"quantity" INTEGER,

"eur" DOUBLE,
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"usd" DOUBLE)

DESCRIPTION 'Creates destination stream for pump';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "200-ConditionedOrdersPump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "OrderData" (

"key_order", "key_user", "country",

"key_product", "quantity", "eur", "usd")

SELECT STREAM

"key_order", "key_user", "key_billing_country",

"key_product", "quantity", "eur", "usd"

FROM "OrderDataWithCreateTime";

1.6 ROWTIME

Every streaming row (message) carries a time value called a rowtime, implemented as a
pseudo-column in every row. Rowtimes can be implicit or explicit. 

Implicit rowtimes are established by the "arrival time" of the row, that is, the time that s-Server
receives the row. In the following example, no explicit rowtime is specified, and so the row
containing the specified data will receive the implicit rowtime. Even though there is no explicit
mention of ROWTIME, it is nevertheless part of that row:

INSERT INTO logStream VALUES('test', 'message1'); 

Explicit rowtimes are provided by the source application with INSERT, as in the following
examples:

INSERT INTO logStream (ROWTIME, source, message) 

VALUES(TIMESTAMP '2014-09-30 19:13:00', 'test', 'message1');

INSERT INTO logStream (ROWTIME, source, message) 

VALUES(LOCALTIMESTAMP, 'test', 'message1');

Note: When setting an explicit ROWTIME, TIMESTAMP must be monotonically increasing
from the previous TIMESTAMP. In the example above, '2014-09-30 19:13:00' needs to be later
than the previous TIMESTAMP.

In each of the above cases, a timestamp from the source application is explicitly assigned to
ROWTIME.

In either case, the ROWTIME of the arriving row establishes the current time of the stream,
known as the stream clock. 

The rowtime for newly arriving rows cannot be less than the rowtime for previously received
rows (though it can be equal to the rowtime of the current row). Since streaming queries are
typically time-sensitive, rowtimes often determine when processing can proceed based on
criteria in the receiving query. 

ROWTIME and Queries

The following code sets up a stream for the examples below:

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM S1 (
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source VARCHAR(20),

message VARCHAR(3072),

dataTime TIMESTAMP)

DESCRIPTION 'Stream Example';

Since ROWTIME is a pseudo-column, it will not be returned with an open stream query such
as the following:

SELECT STREAM * FROM S1;

Instead, you need to request rowtime explicitly.

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME, * FROM S1;

Saving ROWTIME to "normal" column

You can assign ROWTIME to another column, for clarity or usefulness. The following code
assigns ROWTIME to a column called arrivalTime in a stream called S1.

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME AS arrivalTime, * FROM S1;

Promoting data time to ROWTIME

Promoting data time to ROWTIME makes rowtime explicit. The following code promotes the
column "dataTime" to ROWTIME in a stream called S1.

SELECT STREAM dataTime AS ROWTIME, * FROM S1;

The following code first creates a stream called "RawSampleData," then promotes the
column "order_created_date" to ROWTIME. Note: all streams need to be created within a
schema.

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "RawSampleData" (

"order_created_date" TIMESTAMP,

"key_order" VARCHAR(20),

"key_user" VARCHAR(20),

"key_billing_country" VARCHAR(20),

"key_product" VARCHAR(20),

"quantity" VARCHAR(20),

"orderdetail_price_eur" VARCHAR(20),

"orderdetail_price_usd" VARCHAR(20))

DESCRIPTION 'Product Order Example';

SELECT STREAM

    "order_created_date" AS ROWTIME,

    "key_order",

    "key_user",

    "key_billing_country",

    "key_product",

    "quantity",

    "orderdetail_price_eur" AS "eur",

    "orderdetail_price_usd" AS "usd"

FROM "RawSampleData";
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1.7 s-Server and the Linear Road Benchmark

The Linear Road Benchmark is a well-known measure for assigning an L-rating to stream
processing platforms. An L-rating is a number of highways for which traffic analytics can be
performed on a given hardware system. It is described here.

http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~linearroad/

The Linear Road Benchmark assumes a fictional metropolis that measures 100 x 100 miles
with the following characteristics:

· The city has 10 Expressways every 10 miles.

· At every mile mark, each each expressway has an exit ramp and an on ramp.

· Each expressway has 4 lanes in each direction: 3 travel lanes and one lane for
entrance and exit.

Traffic Data:

On the Linear road network of the Linear city as described above

· Every vehicle emits a position report every 30 seconds.

· One accident occurs randomly on each expressway every 20 minutes, taking 10 to
20 minutes to clear.

The test measures four types of events: 

· Type 0 (Report): Accident notification, assuming that an accident occurs when two
vehicles are stopped. In SQLstream's test, 99% of events are real-time position
reports.

· Type 2 (Request): Requests for account balances for each vehicle. It returns a total
account amount for any driver that requests it.

· Type 3 (Request): Daily tolls expenditure for a specific day in the past 10 weeks.

· Type 4(Request): Travel time predictions for a journey on a given expressway, day of
the week and time of day.

For all request types above, the requirement was to respond with up to a maximum of
specified latency.

SQLstream results: 1200 (60 on 4 cores with linear scale out).
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Technol
ogy

Hardware Nodes 80 Core
L-Rating

Guavus
SQLstream

MacBook Pro 2013 VM: 4 Cores, 8 GB RAM 1 1200 (60 on
4 cores with
linear scale
out)

IBM
Streams

Four Azure A11 nodes, each node has: 16 cores, 112 GB RAM,
382 GB Disk, 10 Gbit/s networking, or
CPU model: 45, Intel(R), Xeon(R), CPU E5-2670 0 @ 2.60
GHz 

6 (4 for stream
processing and 2
for ingest)

200

Apache
Apex

Four Azure A11 nodes, each node has: 16 cores, 112 GB RAM,
382 GB Disk, 10 Gbit/s networking
CPU model: 45, Intel(R), Xeon(R), CPU E5-2670 0 @ 2.60
GHz 

6 (4 for stream
processing and 2
for ingest)

102

Apache
Storm

 Four Azure D14, each node has: 16 cores, 112 GB RAM, 800
GB Disk (SSD), 1 Gbit/s)
CPU model: 45, Intel(R), Xeon(R), CPU E5-2670 0 @ 2.20
GHz 

6 (4 for stream
processing and 2
for ingest)

10

Please contact SQLstream at sales@sqlstream.com to conduct the linear road benchmark.

1.8 High Availability through Parallel Redundancy and
Checkpointing

Guavus SQLstream enables zero latency recovery from scenarios where one or more
processing nodes fail, such as when a server crashes. In order to do this, every pipeline is
configured to run on at least 3 separate physical servers.

With at least 3 distinct nodes processing any stream operation, SQLstream Guavus accepts
data from multiple producers and fires on the first available input, discarding straggling copies
with deduplication. The redundancy and deduplication is possible because SQLstream
Guavus is a declarative, deterministic system that synchronizes via timestamps.
Computation proceeds by asynchronously “racing” each redundant computation pipeline
against the others accepting the first arriver at each node in the dataflow execution graph.

See the topic Adding and Removing Processing Nodes for Kafka in the Guavus s-Server
Integration Guide for more details.

Automatic Recovery Through Checkpointing

Guavus SQLstream provides checkpointing capabilities for streaming data processing,
leveraging transacted source positions from sources such as Apache Kafka, AWS Kinesis,
and ActiveMQ, as well as leveraging the transactional capabilities of a variety of external
databases.

Apache Kafka, AWS Kinesis and AMQP each support subscription to a message queue with
"starting_time" set to a given "message timestamp". SQLstream promotes this "message
timestamp" for each message as ROWTIME. The ROWTIME column acts as a "natural
watermark" in the Guavus SQLstream server. 
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Commits made to sinks (data lakes) of streaming pipelines ensure those happen at the
ROWTIME boundaries. During recovery, "starting_time" for Apache Kafka is set to a
millisecond more than the last ROWTIME committed to the sink of the streaming pipeline.
This ensures "exactly once" semantics.

The following example shows streaming access to data from Kafka messages.

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN TABLE "WATERMARKTABLE"(

    SINK_NAME VARCHAR(1024) NOT NULL,

    POSITION_KEY VARCHAR(2000) NOT NULL

)

SERVER "SQLServer_JDBC"

OPTIONS (

    TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT '0',

    TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT '1',

    SCHEMA_NAME 'dbo',

    TABLE_NAME 'SQLSTREAM_WATERMARKS'

);

-- The Data Sink in Microsoft SQL Server.

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN TABLE "ForeignDailyTransactions"(

    transaction_time TIMESTAMP,

    transaction_id  BIGINT,

    rate  DOUBLE,

    amt DECIMAL(14,2)

)

SERVER "SQLServer_JDBC"

OPTIONS (

    TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT '1000',

    TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT '0',

    SCHEMA_NAME 'dbo',

    TABLE_NAME 'DailyTransactionsByUsage'

);

-- The Streaming data source, a Kafka topic

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "USAGE_DETAIL_LOG_STREAM" (

    transaction_time TIMESTAMP,

    transaction_id  BIGINT,

    rate  DOUBLE,

    amt DECIMAL(14,2),

    SQLSTREAM_POSITION_KEY VARCHAR(512)

)

SERVER "KafkaReaderServer"

OPTIONS (

    TOPIC 'test',

    "SEED_BROKERS" 'localhost',

    "PORT" '9092',

    WATERMARKED_SINK '"test"."ForeignDailyTransactions"',

    -- Read the last committed watermark from SQL Server

    -- as STARTING_TIME for kafka subscription.

    WATERMARKS 'LOCALDB.test.WATERMARKTABLE',

    PARSER 'CSV'

);

"SQLSTREAM_POSITION_KEY" is a watermark column that is pushed through the stream
processing pipeline. When the results of the stream processing pipeline are stored in a
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Microsoft SQL Server table called "DailyTransactions", the watermark columns are also
saved to a table called "SQLSTREAM_WATERMARKS" in Microsoft SQL Server.

During recovery,  the query on foreign stream "USAGE_DETAIL_LOG_STREAM" starts with
the "initial position" as saved in the Microsoft SQL Server table
"SQLSTREAM_WATERMARKS" at the time of the crash.

1.9 Transforming and Analyzing Data in s-Server

s-Server provides a ranges of ways to transform and analyze data. These include scalar
functions, aggregate functions, analytics functions, UDXes, UDFs, and operators.

Description Available Features

Scalar functions return a single row for each input row to a
query.

ABS, CAST, CEIL / CEILING, CHAR_LENGTH /
CHARACTER_LENGTH, COALESCE,
CURRENT_DATE, CURRENT_PATH,
CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP,
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, EXP, EXTRACT,
FLOOR, INITCAP, LN, LOCALTIME,
LOCALTIMESTAMP, LOG10, LOWER, MOD,
NULLIF, OVERLAY, POSITION, POWER,
SUBSTRING, SUBSTRING Regex, SUBSTRING
with Escape, SYSTEM_USER, TRIM

An operator manipulates individual data items and returns a
result. s-Server represents operators by special characters
or by keywords. For example, s-Server represents the
multiplication operator with an asterisk (*) and the operator
that tests for nulls with the keywords IS NULL.

String Operators: ||, LIKE, SIMILAR TO
Date, Timestamp, and Interval Operators:
Addition (+), Subtraction (-), Multiplication (*),
Division (/)
Logical Operators: NOT, AND, OR, IS, IS NOT
UNKNOWN, IS NULL, IS NOT NULL, =, !=, <>, >,
>=, <=,  BETWEEN, IS DISTINCT FROM, IS NOT
DISTINCT FROM 

Complex Event Processing/Temporal Predicate Operators
let you analyze complicated, long-running events in streams
of data.

CONTAINS, OVERLAPS, PRECEDES,
 SUCCEEDS,  IMMEDIATELY PRECEDES,
 IMMEDIATELY SUCCEEDS,  LEADS,  LAGS,
 STRICTLY CONTAINS,  STRICTLY OVERLAPS,
 STRICTLY PRECEDES, STRICTLY SUCCEEDS,
STRICTLY LEADS, STRICTLY LAGS,
IMMEDIATELY LEADS

An aggregate function returns a result aggregated from data
contained in a set of rows, or from information about a set of
rows. An aggregate function may appear in the <selection
list> portion of a SELECT clause, an ORDER BY clause, or
a HAVING clause.

AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN, SUM, VAR_POP(expr),
STDDEV_POP(expr), VAR_SAMP(expr),
STDDEV_SAMP(expr)

Analytic functions calculate results from a set of rows
defined in a window specification. The use of a finite set of
rows is similar to aggregate functions. However, analytic
functions must specify a window and analytic functions may

AVG, COUNT, FIRST_VALUE, LAST_VALUE,
LAG, MAX, MIN, SUM, STDDEV_POP,
STDDEV_SAMP, VAR_POP, VAR_SAMP
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only appear in the <selection list> portion of a SELECT
clause or in the ORDER BY clause.

User Defined Transforms (UDXes) and User Defined
Functions (UDFs) operate in the middle of processing a
stream. UDXes return streaming results, whereas UDFs
return scalar results.

SystemML Machine Learning Prediction UDX,
DataRobot Machine Learning Prediction UDX,
Kalman Filter UDX, Linear Interpolation UDX,
Quadratic Interpolation UDX, Matched Filter UDX,
Parser UDX, AesEncryptDecrypt UDX, Group
Rank UDX, Table Lookup UDX, XML Parse UDX,
URI Parse UDX, GeoIPFunctions UDF

Major statement operators let you select from, insert into,
update, merge, delete, order, group, join, and otherwise
manipulate streams of data.

SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, MERGE, DELETE,
ORDER BY, GROUP BY, WHERE, EXCEPT,
INTERSECT, UNION, INNER JOIN, LEFT OUTER
JOIN, RIGHT OUTER JOIN, FULL OUTER JOIN,
CROSS JOIN

2 Conceptual Analogies

Relational Databases

There are many similarities between the Guavus s-Server and a relational database
(RDBMS). Most importantly, both use the industry-standard Structured Query Language
(SQL).

The main differences can be summarized in this table:

Concept RDBMS SQLstream

Data Stored persistently Flowing

Query Static
Re-executed frequently

Live Queries
Active, continuous execution

Execution
Control

Application calls RDBMS. SQLstream calls Application.

Publish/Subscribe Message-Oriented Middleware

Publish/subscribe ("pub/sub") systems --- such as Tibco RendezvousTM or the pub/sub
domain of most JMS message-oriented middleware (MOM) --- are typically organized into a
hierarchy of topics. The topics in that hierarchy offer a moderate amount of flexibility for
content-based subscription. That is, the fields and metadata within each message can be
used to determine which messages a subscriber will receive, based on a simple SQL, XPath
or regular expression using that message content. Content-based subscriptions for different
MOMs are implemented differently, rather than using a standard adhered to by all.

These pub/sub systems are not as flexible as the predicate-based filtering and routing offered
by a relational SQL-based system. SQLstream's streaming queries provide a more powerful
subscription capability, as follows:
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By starting with a top-level message stream, that is, the first in a cascade, a cascading
network of SQL views in SQLstream can create the equivalent of a dynamic
publish/subscribe topic tree:

· Publishers INSERT INTO ... the message stream through JDBC, or even through a
JMS driver.

· Subscribers SELECT STREAM * FROM ... the view representing the logical "topic,"
which can filter by tags in the message itself.

· Unlike message-oriented middleware, Guavus s-Server can join message streams.

· This join capability allows SQLstream to filter content based on lookup information
that is not directly contained in the message. Complex SQL can thus use multiple
message attributes to create "calculated topics," beyond any original topic list, or even
create time-based "aggregated topics," offering hourly or daily roll-ups of the
published messages.

Since there is no automatic provision for storing messages if the subscriber is not connected,
standard SQLstream subscriptions are non-durable in JMS terms.

Enterprise Service Bus

An "enterprise service bus" (ESB) is typically designed around routing and delivery features.
Messages sent on an ESB are usually received in the format in which they were sent, not
unlike sending a package with Federal Express. You expect the package to arrive unchanged
at its destination. In some cases, ESBs can perform a one-time transformation of the
message content either as it is sent, or as it is delivered.

In contrast, a SQLstream application can transform messages as well as routing and
delivering them. It accomplishes this through the pipeline of streams and views. The
additional power of SQL views enables SQLstream to transform messages "on the wire" to
match the needs of each receiver. In other words, the same message published by system A
can be received by systems B and C in two different formats. At the same time, a compliance
view can be "watching" the same message traffic and logging audit data or sending alerts. It's
as if the single package you send with FedEx can be received in distinct variations by multiple
recipients using different carriers, and you get a log of all the deliveries.

3 Application Model

To better understand how a SQLstream application is structured, it is helpful to contrast it
with the familiar model of a database application.

Conventional database applications generally follow this model:

· A procedural programming or scripting language (e.g., Java, C++, Perl, PHP) has
control.

· SQL is embedded (using JDBC, ODBC, SQLJ, or other technique) for database
access.
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· The application executes record-by-record processing of inputs and results.

A SQLstream application has several key differences:

· SQL has control.

· A programming language (such as Java or C++) is embedded (using UDF/UDX) for
complex calculations or specialized system connectivity.

· The application creates a processing pipeline or network using adapters, streams,
and views to process set-based inputs and results.

SQLstream applications are characterized by continuous processing, with pipelined
architectures in which each processing step serves both as an inspection/debug point and as
a source of intermediate data to be repurposed or redirected to output files or other systems.

SQLstream inherits many of the benefits of relational database design:

· A focus on metadata

· Schemas and catalogs to partition applications, allowing many to coexist on the same
server

· Security and declarative access control

· Views as a form of data abstraction, so that you can change applications one at a
time

· Data independence, that is, logical/physical separation, allowing you to write your
application and tune it without breaking it. (See the Wikipedia write-up on Data
Independence for more discussion of this concept.)

To summarize, we can say that a SQLstream application is constructed declaratively, using
SQL to define required outcomes for sets of data, rather than being constructed procedurally,
defining each step for each record.

See also the topic Application Design Considerations in this guide.

4 General Concepts

Catalog -- A SQLstream catalog is the highest level repository object; it contains metadata
and state information for the catalog objects (including streams, pumps and adapters) that
comprise a SQLstream Repository.

See SQLstream Objects for the full set of object types.

Repository -- A persistent store for the SQLstream Catalog and native table data. By default,
this is implemented with an embedded database, but it can be implemented with any
relational database.

JDBC Driver -- The SQLstream JDBC driver, sometimes called the "client driver," enables
external applications to connect to a SQLstream Control Node to establish a session for
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executing streaming SQL against a RAMP. Client applications can INSERT into streams or
SELECT from streams or views. The driver uses SDP to communicate with the Control Node
and RAMP.

Streaming Data Protocol -- Streaming Data Protocol (SDP) is a protocol for efficiently
transmitting rows between nodes in an instance of a Guavus s-Server. SDP is also used for
transmission of data between client and server, for example as part of INSERT EXPEDITED.

s-Server -- The SQLstream runtime component that manages and executes SQLstream
applications.

s-Studio -- SQLstream's user interface provides an Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) for defining SQLstream objects and developing and testing streaming applications and
queries (the Development tab) and an integrated console for monitoring the active sessions
and statements within a running Guavus s-Server (the Management tab).

s-Dashboard -- s-Dashboard is a browser-based interface for viewing s-Server schema
objects: streams, views, or tables graphically. Dashboards are web pages that contain
multiple panels, each of which can connect to a different stream, view, or table. Each panel
contains a visualization. 

StreamLab -- StreamLab is a web application development environment that automatically
generates streaming SQL, which are known as "StreamApps." Using StreamLab's graphical
interface, you can set up input streams for data, apply built-in analytics to this data, and
create sinks for data for output to external locations.

5 SQLstream Objects

The following sections briefly describe each of the object types supported by the SQLstream
catalog.

Schema. A named catalog object containing the definitions of schema objects, such as
streams, tables, views, procedures and user defined functions.\

The following objects must be defined within schemas:

Schema Objects

Stream. A relation that does not store data, as a finite relation does. Instead, a stream
implements a publish-subscribe protocol. It can be written to by multiple writers and read from
by multiple readers. 

Foreign Stream. A stream defined in the context of a schema and associated with a server,
which itself is an instance of a foreign data wrapper to provide access within SQLstream to a
flow of data either from or to an external system. 

Foreign Table. A schema object that records the metadata necessary for Guavus s-Server
to be able to access a table (or similar data structure) in a remote database. A foreign table
can be used in SQL (both queries and updates) just like a native table.
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View. A relation that provides a reusable definition of a query. SQLstream supports views
based on both streaming and non-streaming (finite) SELECT statements.

Pump. A SQLstream repository object that provides a continuously running   INSERT INTO
stream SELECT ... FROM query   functionality, thereby enabling the results of a query to
enter a named stream.

Repository Objects

The following objects are defined within s-Server and do not need to be in a schema:

Foreign Data Wrappers. These "wrap" external data sources or sinks to make them look like
part of  s-Server. One common use of these in s-Server is "adapters," which are
fundamentally pieces of Java code that plug in to the server and adapt outside data to make it
look as if it were inside.

Server Object. A named catalog object that defines a particular named use of a foreign or
local data wrapper, including as options any information needed to connect to the data
source. This could be an external database, the location of a network feed, or the location of a
log file. Note: SQL:2008 refers to this as a foreign server when using a foreign data wrapper.

User-Defined Routine. This is any user-defined program object, the generic term for a user-
defined function, user-defined procedure or user-defined transform.

The following table describes the differences between user-defined functions, procedures,
and transforms:
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Type of UDR Created by ...
Accepts ...
Returns ...

Comments

User-Defined
Function (UDF)

CREATE
FUNCTION

Accepts ...
Zero or more
parameters

Returns ...
Scalar value

--- A UDF is used in a scalar expression; it takes (0 .. n)
scalar arguments and returns a scalar value.

--- When used in a query, a scalar expression is evaluated
for each row.

--- SQLstream allows the creation of Java or SQL
functions.

User-Defined
Procedure
(UDP)

CREATE
PROCEDURE

Accepts ...
Zero or more
parameters

Returns ... No
values returned

A UDP is just a UDF that returns no value; it is evaluated for
a side effect.

User-Defined
Transform
(UDX)

CREATE
FUNCTION

Accepts ...
Zero or more
relations

Returns ... A
streaming
relation

--- A UDX is different: its output is a stream of rows, and its
inputs can be scalars or be streams. In SQL,

--- a streaming argument to a UDX is represented as

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM ...)

--- and a scalar is represented by any scalar expression.

The invocation of a UDX is quite often preceded by the
keyword TABLE. For example:

  SELECT STREAM * 

   FROM TABLE( 

    filterSignal( CURSOR( SELECT STREAM * FROM
"RawSignals")));
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6 Time and Streaming Data

Streaming SQL is inherently time-based, and several factors determine when results are
emitted. This section, Time and Streaming Data, describes time-related issues; methods to
determine whether results can be delivered earlier; and corresponding system and query
changes.

Did I write my query wrong?

Let's suppose that you have defined some streams, written some streaming queries, and
started to write records into those streams. But no records are coming out yet. You're
probably wondering: Is the system slow? Did I write the query wrong?

Factors causing delay

Several factors determine when rows are emitted from a query. Guavus s-Server runs in a
correctness mode, which means that it will wait until all of the data necessary to give a
correct answer are available. This form of delay is called inherent delay because it is caused
directly by the SQL semantics or by a business rule requirement. An example is discussed in
the section Inherent delay due to SQL query semantics; additional factors related to
correctness mode are discussed in the Delay due to failures and slow writers section.

Other factors affecting when rows are emitted include the following:

· Data time and Wallclock time

· Delay due to failures and slow writers

· Delays caused by other readers and writers

· System delay

· Time zones

It should be remembered that, with just one exception, SQLstream's queries have nothing to
do with system time, sometimes called wallclock time because it will be the time shown on
the clock on the wall of the data center. The semantics of each query are driven by data time,
that is, the ROWTIME values and rowtime bounds in the streams on which that query
depends. The difference between data time and wallclock time is called wallclock delay, and
time zone differences also relate to wallclock delay, as discussed later at the indicated links.

There are also various kinds of system delay, such as the system running slowly because the
CPU is overloaded or because the network is slow.
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Inherent delay due to SQL query semantics

SQLstream's extended SQL contains constructs that allow you to represent delays and time
windows. Those constructs tend to match the business problem being solved, so it is usually
obvious that a query cannot be answered without an inherent delay.

For example, one can write a query that finds all orders that have not shipped within an hour
of being placed. That query cannot output an order placed at 10:00 until 11:00 has arrived
without that order having shipped. The query to find such orders will use a streaming join
between the Orders and Shipments streams and, not coincidentally, the SQL semantics by
which a windowed join generates row timestamps match the business rule.

We would say that this query has an inherent delay of 1 hour, because the SQL semantics
are implementing a business rule whereby it is impossible to output a row saying that a 10:00
order has not been shipped in time until the Shipments stream has reached 11:00.

Data time and Wallclock time

In examples, all the times are data time, rowtimes, which may be different from wallclock
time. According to data time, it is 10:00 when the Orders stream sends a row (or a rowtime
bound) timestamped 10:00 or later. Typically this will happen very soon after 10:00, of course.
Using NTP (Network Time Protocol) on all computers can ensure that system clocks are
closely synchronized. However, the system will still operate correctly if there is an offset
between clocks.

In general, application data arrives with rowtimes that may bear no resemblance to wallclock
time, although under many real world circumstances, data time lags only slightly behind
wallclock time.

SQLstream's query processing only refers to the system time (wallclock time) in two
places:

· If a record is inserted into a stream without an explicit rowtime, SQLstream's driver
generates a timestamp value using the system clock.

· When a user calls any of the following time functions, it requests the wallclock time
from the SQLstream system:CURRENT_DATE, CURRENT_TIME,
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP, LOCALTIME, and
LOCALTIMESTAMP.

Delay due to failures and slow writers

Guavus s-Server's correctness mode of operation makes it easy to write applications that
always produce the right results, even in a complex distributed system with many clients and
servers. But if a producer crashes or goes offline while it is feeding rows into a query, or if it is
just running slowly, then the query will wait for it.
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For some applications, correctness mode is exactly what is needed. The query will wait until
the producer catches up. Some applications would rather produce a result that is possibly
incorrect than wait for one or two producers that are running slow.

If the producer is producing data infrequently, it can aid throughput speed and efficiency by
periodically sending a current rowtime bound during a gap in its output rows. Receiving such
a bound can enable waiting processes, happy to know there will be no further data from that
stream earlier than that bound, to release results that have no further dependency on data
with rowtimes up to that bound.

Another solution is for the producer to close its prepared INSERT statement. This tells
SQLstream not to wait for the producer to send rows or rowtime bounds for the query to
make progress. The implication of this strategy is that if the producer wants to rejoin the
query, it will need to send rowtimes at or greater than the high water mark that the query has
reached. Anything less will be rejected as an out-of-order row.

Both of these approaches are described in more detail in the Administrator Guide's
Correctness Mode chapter, where Timeliness mode is discussed.

Delays caused by other readers and writers

Suppose a stream S1 is producing 1 million rows per hour, and there are two processes
reading from it, one of which is only reading 100,000 rows per hour. As time goes by, that one
process falls further and further behind in reading the results sent by the producer.

The SQLstream system can not throw away an output row until it has been read by both
consumers. It can either produce the data, and buffer it until the slower reader is ready for it,
or delay input stream processing until output streams have caught up.

Delaying input stream processing lets the data back up through the system, like traffic
backing up on a freeway. Feeder streams will eventually be prevented from sending records
because their consumer, S1, has allowed its input queues to fill up. A further side-effect is
that as those feeder streams are prevented from writing, any other queries that depend on
those writers will also be forced to wait. S1's delay eventually starves the faster reader,
forcing it to wait because new records are not being generated.

Currently in such a scenario, SQLstream tends to let data back up, because this is more
efficient, at least for small amounts of back up. It saves writing data to disk, and it tends to
smooth out stream processing. This is particularly true for streams that produce rows at
irregular rates, enabling the system work on larger numbers of records at a time, which tends
to be more efficient.

For example, the following diagram shows the gridlock that ensues when there is a slow
reader. Reader 1 is running slowly, and its buffer is full of unread rows (black). Reader 2 is
reading results from same query, but is keeping pace with the query. The join operator cannot
produce more data until reader 1 has read the existing data, so it suspends operation
(blocks).
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There are several effects. First, Reader 2 is starved of more data. Second, the backlog
spreads to the join operator's ancestors: Stream B, Writer 2 and Writer 3 are particularly
affected, and block when their output buffers fill up, Stream A and Writer 1 less so. Third,
because Stream B is unable to make progress, its other descendant, Reader 3, is starved. It
is initially surprising that Reader 3 is affected, since it is neither an ancestor nor a descendant
of Reader 1, the root cause of the backlog. Just like gridlock spreading through a congested
highway network, flow problems can have far-reaching effects. To avoid this, Reader 1 needs
to be re-engineered to run faster - perhaps by partitioning its work across a number of
processes.

System delay

When there is a delay getting results from a system, the first assumption is that this is
because SQLstream is running slowly. Actually, this is rarely the case, because SQLstream
generally processes data very efficiently (much faster than a database, for example).

Depending on hardware specification of the system, a single node SQLstream system can
generally handle tens of thousands of records per second, and/or hundreds of active queries.
Under moderate loads, the system will shift its workload to work more efficiently at the
expense of a slightly increased delay.

System delay can also arise from network traffic. Network latency can occur at various parts
of the system. SQLstream uses TCP/IP for communications with Java clients and within the
system. TCP/IP can have a significant delay, particularly over the Internet or other wide area
networks (WANs), if the network is busy, and over wireless networks where there is radio
interference.

SQLstream's Streaming Data Protocol (SDP) stack organizes rows into batches for efficient
transmission. If there are several open streams, it will combine records from multiple streams
into a single network packet. This batching increases efficiency, but may add a small delay.

Time zones
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SQLstream's time semantics, and in particular the TIMESTAMP values held in the ROWTIME
column and passed as rowtime bounds, are consistent with the SQL standard. A timestamp
value has no time zone associated with it. For example, the value TIMESTAMP '2001-01-01
00:00:00' represents the start of the millennium, but interpretation is left to the system
architect.

Time data accessed via JDBC are accessed as Java timestamp values and follow Java data
semantics. A Java java.sql.Timestamp object represents a particular moment in time. It
contains a long (64 bit signed integer) field that represents the number of milliseconds since
January 1st, 1970 UTC. (For example, on any particular day, 6:00AM PST and 9:00AM EST
are the same moment, and both correspond to the same java.sql.Timestamp.)

There is a tension between these notions of time, which system architects generally resolve
by standardizing on UTC as the timezone for the SQLstream system. JDBC clients can
remain in their local timezone. If you read/write data using the JDBC
setTimestamp(Timestamp) and getTimestamp() methods, timestamp values will
automatically be converted (by the java runtime library) to UTC timestamp values. An
alternative design is for the JDBC client to locate itself in the UTC zone; in this case the java
library does no conversion.

6.1 Rowtime Bounds

Rowtime bounds are an important streaming extension to SQL. Their purpose is to produce
timely output. The topic is covered in the following sections:

1. What are Rowtime Bounds?

2. Rowtime Bounds API

3. Semantics of Rowtime Bounds

6.1.1 Managing Late Rows

Streaming data depends on data being in order, tracked by a special column called
ROWTIME. Such operators track the latest rowtime, known as the "highwater mark" or
current streamtime. When rows arrive with rowtimes earlier than this highwater mark, they
are discarded as late. These rows are called "late" because their timestamps are out of order.
Late rows are discarded. They will not processed as an input stream, nor  put into an output
stream. This means, for example, that if you are archiving rows into an RDBMS database,
late rows will not be written. 
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You can avoid the problem of late rows by T-sorting your data using the ORDER BY clause of
the SELECT statement. This clause implements a timesort XO that uses a sliding time-
based window of incoming rows to reorder those rows by ROWTIME. See the topic T-sorting
Stream Input in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual.

Late rows are logged to both the trace log and the error stream. Because the trace log could
quickly fill up with a log of each individual row, they are logged in powers of ten--the first row,
the tenth row, the hundredth row, the ten thousandth row, and so on. You will not see late
rows logged between late row 100 and late row 10,000, or late row 10,000 and late row
100,000. 

If you need more granular information on late rows logged, you can change the tracer level for
com.sqlstream.aspen.native.xo.laterow to FINEST. This will fill your trace log with late rows, but
will give you information on every late row logged.

You can change the default tracing level by editing the Trace.properties file, usually located
at /var/log/sqlstream/Trace.properties. To view more logging, open one of the properties files in a
text editor and uncomment (remove the "#") the following line:

#com.sqlstream.aspen.native.xo.laterow=FINEST

6.1.1.1 Rowtimes, Streaming Data, and Rowtime Bounds

Streams and Time

Before explaining rowtime bounds, let's begin by reviewing the role of time in a data stream.

Streams, Rows and Rowtimes

A stream is a sequence of timestamped data rows. All rows in a stream have the same
rowtype (the same list of columns).

The column rowtime is mandatory, and the stream is ordered by rowtime. That means that a
row follows all earlier rows (each such row having a smaller rowtime), and precedes all later
rows (each such row having a larger rowtime). Stream rows need to be timesorted before
being accepted: if an incoming row has a timestamp earlier than rows already-received-and-
accepted, that incoming row is rejected. For example, if the stream time is 10:00 (due to
receiving a row or a rowtime-bound with 10:00 as its rowtime), then incoming rows with
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rowtimes of 9:58, 9:47, 9:59 will all be rejected as out of order, even though 9:59 follows 9:47
(Several adjacent rows can have the same rowtime, and can be reordered by application
logic, without violating the constraint that rowtimes must not be decreasing.)

Often the rows in a stream represent real-world observations or events, and the rowtime is
the actual time of the event. The application that inserts a row can set the rowtime value
explicitly; the default value of the rowtime is the system clock time of the insertion.

A named stream is a stream defined in the catalog by a CREATE STREAM statememt. It is a
persistent object, accessible by its name in SQL. Applications can INSERT rows into it, or
read rows from it:

  INSERT into foo (x, y) VALUES(101, 118);
  SELECT STREAM * from foo;

Here the query results are the entire contents of stream foo.

Now consider a more complex query, such as

  SELECT STREAM rowtime, (x + y), z  from foo where z > 12;

Past, Present, and Future

Picture a stream as a horizontal line, its timeline, with the past at the right. The rows are dots
that appear on the line, each new dot appearing to the left of all its predecessors. There is a
natural frontier, the present, which separates the past (at the right, with dots) from the future
(to the left, with unknown invisible dots).

The rowtime of its latest row serves as a natural clock for a stream. We call it the stream
clock. For example, when a row with rowtime 10:00 is added to stream S, the stream clock of
S becomes 10:00. When the next row is inserted, with rowtime 10:05, the clock jumps to
10:05.

Since an added row cannot be earlier than its predecessors, we know that all future rows of
stream S have a rowtime no earlier than the clock of S. That is, the stream clock is a lower
bound for future rows. Hence a synonym for stream clock is "rowtime bound".
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To restate this: a rowtime bound is an assertion about the future contents of a stream. It
states that the next row in the stream will have a rowtime no earlier than t, the value of the
bound. This is a mathematical lower bound on the set of future rowtimes. Note that with
rowtimes "earlier" is the same as "less", and "later" is the same as "more". If we compare two
bounds on the same stream, with values t1 and t2, where t2 > t1, then we call t2 the stronger
or stricter bound, because mathematically it is a more restrictive constraint, and hence also a
more informative one.

(If the rowtimes in the last example reflect real time, there is a five minute wait between these
two rows. But if the rowtimes are historical and all the data is available, the system can
process it as fast as possible, and the "stream clock" shows a fictional time that jumps
instantaneously from 10:00 to 10:05. In both cases there seems no point to imagining the
clock as continuous, and asking about the stream S at 10:01 etc.)

We can add a relational operation to this picture by imagining it as a black box, with one or
more input streams going in, at the left side, and a result stream coming out at the right side.
As always, the output rows are added to the result stream one at a time and in rowtime order.
The output is computed from past and present input rows -- but not from the unknown future
inputs.

Note that duplicate row times can occur and are acceptable in input or output streams.

To read more about removing duplicate records, based on more than rowtime, see the topics
SELECT ALL and SELECT DISTINCT and GROUP BY in the s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Guide.
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Rowtime Bounds: a hint about the future

There are situations where a bit of insight into the future is feasible and can make a big
difference, especially where rows are merged or grouped.

Here are two simple examples: Grouping by Hours and Merging Two Streams.

Example: Grouping by Hours

Consider a stream of color-coded events, and a black box counting events, with a separate
count for each color. Each hour, on the hour, the box outputs the total count for the last hour.
(In SQL, you implement this as a streaming GROUP BY hour, where hour is calculated from
the rowtime.) On the surface, implementing the black box seems trivial: every hour, as
defined by the internal "stream clock," you reset the count. The problem arises in cases
where the stream is updated long after the hour closes, say at 6:15 when the hour closed at
5:00. These cases can produce late or inaccurate counts. We get around this problem by
implementing a rowtime bound.

But consider the following data:

input stream

rowtime color

3:01 red

3:01 blue

3:03 blue

3:15 red

3:59 red

4:00 red

4:05 red

4:06 blue

4:30 red

4:45 blue

4:49 blue

6:15 red

The arrival of the row (4:00, red) moves the input clock to 4:00, closing off the period from
3:00 to 4:00. During this period there were 5 input rows, and the counts are (red = 3, blue =
2).

The next period starts at 4:00 and ends just before 5:00. This period also includes 6 rows,
with counts (red = 3, blue = 3). However the input stream clock jumps from 4:49 to 6:15, and
it is only on seeing the row at 6:15 that the counting operator knows that the period 4:00 --
5:00 has ended! The operator produces the correct results --- but 1:15 too late! Worse,
suppose that 5:00 is the end of the business day and that the next input row doesn't occur
until next morning. Now the hourly count is late by hours.
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Example: Merging Two Streams

Consider a black box computing the UNION ALL of two streams P and Q: this just means to
accept all rows from either input. Of course the output as well as both inputs must be ordered
by rowtime, so what the black box does is to merge the two inputs by rowtime: it always picks
the earlier input row from P or Q, and copies it to its output stream.

There's a catch: this algorithm is correct but it can get stuck. Input rows can appear
intermittently, so there can be a time period when there is a row available from one input but
none on the other side.

For example, suppose the input rows arrive with the rowtimes shown in this table:

stream P stream Q

1:00 1:01

1:03 1:02

1:06 1:04

The merge algorithm produces:

P UNION ALL Q

1:00 from P

1:01 from Q

1:02 from Q

1:03 from P

1:04 from Q

And now it stops, with no input rows on deck from Q. It cannot output "1:06 from P", because
for all it knows there may be an earlier row from Q that hasn't arrived yet, say a row at 1:05.
On the other hand the next Q row might be later, say 1:10, in which case it would be correct
to output "1:05 from P".

The merge algorithm will always wait as soon as one input is exhausted.

Rowtime Bounds Help the Server Produce Timely Data

In fact the system does not need to wait for the next row. It could proceed on less information.
In the merging streams example above, if it learns that the next Q rowtime is later than the
latest P row, then it can consume the P row immediately. That is to say, when no Q row is
available, it can help to have a rowtime bound for Q.

Thus it can be very useful for a data source to advance the rowtime bound explicitly, in
anticipation of a future row. 

For more detail, see the topic JDBC Driver in the s-Server Integration Guide.

Some relational operators on streams -- notably union, join, and windowed aggregation --
produce output related to the end of a time period. Advancing the rowtime bound lets the
system produce this output as early as possible.
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· as a data source inserts rows into a stream, the rowtime bound automatically
increases

· the data aource can advance the rowtime bound without inserting a row

· relational operators automatically respond to the bound and pass it downstream

Informally, we call the action of advancing the rowtime bound as punctuating the stream. This
is an analogy to punctuation in english text: punctuation marks are not words, but affect the
meaning of a series of words.

Advancing the Rowtime bound gives early notice about future data in a stream, as well as
immediate notice that a time window has ended.

Early notice of a lower bound on future inputs can expedite the ordered union of streams, by
guiding the ordered merger of the input rows. In ordered merging, an input row is held back
until there is certainty that it is the earliest of all inputs. Time-constraints provide that certainty.
Without them, processing could not continue until receipt of an input row with a later rowtime,
because there would be no lower bound on unseen future inputs.

Immediate notice that a time window has ended enables immediate progress or results from
operations awaiting one more input message. One such operation is windowed join, which
may await the "last" transaction of a certain type, such as when merging streams. Another is
windowed aggregation, which may await the "last" transaction within a specified time window
in order to compute totals and other statistics. Aggregation often uses sliding windows, which
move forward in time continuously: e.g., the last ten minutes relative to the current row.

Example Revisited: Grouping By Hours

Let's see how rowtime bound can help with the first example above. At the end of each hour,
keeping time by the stream clock, we want to output the value of each counter, and then clear
the counters. When the input data is dense in time, we can rely on each new row to advance
the stream clock (to its rowtime). A row at 3:00:01 moves the clock to 3:00:01, and implies
that the period from 2:00 to 3:00 is ended. The delay of 1 second is acceptable (we assume).
But suppose the last input of the day occurs at 4:59. We should recognize the end of the
period from 4:00 to 5:00 as soon as possible, that is at 5:00. To cause this, the data source
punctuates. At 5:00 it knows there will be no more input rows for the day, so it can advance
the rowtime bound past 5:00. (This is an example of a strict bound, "next row is later than
5:00". A normal bound is non-strict, "next row is at least 5:00 or later" But to the server
rowtimes are discrete, measured to the millisecond, so a strict bound at 5:00 is the same as
a non-strict bound at 5:00:00.001)

In fact, if we know that the earliest possible next input row could be at 9:00 the next day, the
data source could advance the bound to that 9:00 (non-strict). The effect is the same.

Example Revisited: Merging Inputs

Now to reconsider the second example. The merge operator is stuck with inputs:
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stream P stream Q

1:06 ...

The input clock for Q is still at 1:04, from the last input row from Q. If we knew that the next Q
row will arrive with rowtime 1:05, then we know we must wait for it, and output it, On the other
hand, if we knew that the next Q row will have rowtime 1:10, we can output the last P row
immediately.

If the source of the Q rows knows a little bit about the next row, it can set the rowtime bound,
which will be propagated downstream to the merge operator, which will see it as the value of
the input clock for Q. The source doesn't need to know the whole row in advance, and it
doesn't even need to know the rowtime, it only needs to know a lower bound on the rowtime
(that is larger than the rowtime of the latest inserted row, in this case 1:04). Thus punctuation
by data sources results in better input clocks and a more efficient merge operator. The same
correct output is produced without the advantage of punctuation: but it is delayed.

Rowtime bounds summary

· A rowtime bound is a constraint on the rows that will later be inserted into a stream.
Rows that are less than the bound will be rejected.

· Because the rowtimes in a stream must be non-descending, each row automatically
creates a non-strict bound following itself.

· Rowtime bounds are never lost. Two rowtime bounds can combine, but if they do, the
stronger bound is preserved.

· Rowtime bounds can be strict or non-strict. A non-strict bound allows the next row to
have the same or greater rowtime, just not less, whereas a strict bound requires the
following row only a greater rowtime.

· Rowtime bounds do not flush data through the system, but they allow operators to
make progress.

6.1.2 Rowtime Bounds API

This section explains the API for rowtime bounds.

· How can a data reader see the latest rowtime bound?

· How can a data source advance the rowtime bound?

Rowtime Bounds and Interfacing Guavus s-Server Applications

The issues of handling rowtime bounds arise in several contexts of interfacing streaming SQL
applications.
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Rowtime Bounds and SQL

Rowtime bounds cannot be read or written in SQL.

However, rowtime bounds can be read or written in Java clients using the JDBC Driver as
well as in adapters using the SQLstream API defined in the SDK, as described below.

More detailed descriptions appear in the Enterprise Interface Guide's JDBC Driver topic about
setting and getting rowtime bounds. The relevant functions interfaces are mentioned in the
section titled setting and getting rowtime bounds in the context of merging and rolling/sliding
windows; their interfaces are shown in that book's section titled Extensions to JDBC API. and
an example appears in the section titled Sending Rowtime Bounds.

Many applications use pumps as a way of inserting the results of a query into a stream. (A
pump is a separate data source defined entirely in SQL.) There is no way in SQL for a pump
to punctuate, that is, to create rowtime bounds. A pump can only insert rows. However, the
pump will pass forward the rowtime bounds it finds in its data source, its embedded SELECT
statement. (This point is explained in the Eliminating Rows topic of this guide.)

Rowtime Bounds and JDBC

Java client applications connect to the s-Server using the SQLstream JDBC Driver, which
has been extended to support streaming concepts. In particular, java.sql.Statement is
extended as StreamingStatement, and java.sql.PreparedStatement as
StreamingPreparedStatement.

Typically a data source will prepare an INSERT statement with parameters, and execute the
prepared statement several times, binding different parameter values. A data reader executes
a SELECT STREAM statement. In JDBC this corresponds to a StreamingStatement. To read
rows, the reader gets a ResultSet and calls ResultSet.next() in a loop. The ResultSet from a
SELECT STREAM is essentially a result stream: each call of next() returns the next row in
the stream, and may block, waiting for the next row to arrive.

The SQLstream JDBC driver lets a writer set the rowtime bound (lets him "punctuate" his
stream of input rows), and lets a reader get the current rowtime bound (get the current
stream clock for the stream of result rows for his query). 

This is the interface:

 // returns the current bound for the results from the statement

 Timestamp StreamingStatement.getRowtimeBound();

 // Sets the rowtime bound. Must be an input statement.

 // An error to set the bound backwards in time.

 // long form: 'cal' indicates the timezone of 't'.

 // Next row's rowtime must >= t.

 // 'strict' makes the constraint strict: rowtime > t.

 void StreamingPreparedStatement.setRowtimeBound(Timestamp t, Calendar cal, boolean

strict);

 // short form: non-strict bound, UTC timezone

 void StreamingPreparedStatement.setRowtimeBound(Timestamp t);

· If possible, a data source inserting rows should call

StreamingPreparedStatement.setRowtimeBound(t)
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before a gap, to indicate the rowtime of the next row to be inserted.

· A data reader can get the stream clock by calling

StreamingStatement.getRowtimeBound().

It returns a non-strict lower bound on future rows not yet in the JDBC client buffer.

An application may call getRowtimeBound() several times; the value returned may increase,
which means that the system has provided the client with a stronger bound.

Rowtime Bounds and UDFs

A UDF (User-Defined Function), coded in Java, can be used as an element of a scalar SQL
expression. Thus it is used as part of a row-by-row transformation or a filter. In s-Server, a
UDF passes on rowtime bounds unchanged.

Rowtime Bounds and UDXes

When writing a UDX (User-Defined Transformation), you need to be aware of rowtime
bounds. See the topic Rowtime Bounds and UDXs in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide
for more details.

Rowtime Bounds and Adapters

An adapter is a Java module that is either a data source or a data sink. A data source calls
the Java interface com.sqlstream.plugin.RowSink to send rows, and a data sink implements
the same interface to receive rows.

This interface has a method to transfer a rowtime bound:

    void sendRowtimeBound(Timestamp);

A data source can call this, to the same effect as a JDBC client data source calling
StreamingPreparedStatement.setRowtimeBound A data sink may use rowtime bounds sent
to it as hints about future inputs, which may allow it to do some computations in advance, in a
way analogous to the merge operator discussed above.

Some JDBC Examples

An Example of a JDBC Data Source

The following lines of Java code provide an example of a producer introducing a bound with a
later rowtime than the last occurring row. These lines produce the three orders shown in the
Implicit Rowtime Bounds section, followed by an arbitrary later bound:

1.  Connection connection01;

2.  StreamingPreparedStatement pstmt = connection.prepareStatement(

3.      "INSERT INTO Orders (rowtime, ticker) VALUES (?, ?)");

4.  // Create a calendar for '2006-09-11 12:00:00'.

5.  Calendar calendar01 = Calendar.getInstance(TimeZone.getTimeZone("GMT"));

6.  calendar01.set(Calendar.YEAR, 2006);

7.  calendar01.set(Calendar.MONTH, 09); // months are 0-based

8.  calendar01.set(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH, 11);
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9.  calendar01.set(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY, 12);

10. calendar01.set(Calendar.MINUTE, 0);

11. calendar01.set(Calendar.SECOND, 0);

12. // Send ORDERS: 'ORCL', rowtime '2006-09-11 12:00:00'.

13. pstmt.set(1, new Timestamp(calendar01.getTimeInMillis()));

14. pstmt.set(2, "ORCL");

15. pstmt.execute();

16. // Send ORDERS: 'MSFT', rowtime '2006-09-11 12:01:00'.

17. calendar01.set(Calendar.MINUTE, 1);

18. pstmt.set(1, new Timestamp(calendar01.getTimeInMillis()));

19. pstmt.set(2, "MSFT");

20. pstmt.execute();

21. // Send ORDERS: 'IBM', rowtime '2006-09-11 12:02:00'.

22. calendar01.set(Calendar.MINUTE, 2);

23. pstmt.set(1, new Timestamp(calendar01.getTimeInMillis()));

24. pstmt.set(2, "IBM");

25. pstmt.execute();

26. // Send rowtime bound '2006-09-11 12:05:00'.

27. calendar01.set(Calendar.MINUTE, 5);

28. pstmt.setRowtimeBound(new Timestamp(calendar01.getTimeInMillis()));

The results of this code are as follows:

· Set up the calendar for the 10th month, 11th day, 12th hour (lines 4 through 11).

· Create the first order, for ORCL, occurring exactly at 12:00:00 (lines 12 through 15).

· Create the second order, for MSFT, occurring exactly at 12:01:00 (lines 16 - 20).

· Create the third order, for IBM, occurring exactly at 12:02:00 (lines 21 - 25).

· Create the producer's chosen arbitrary bound [2006-09-11 12:05:00] (lines 26 - 28).

These 28 lines will create the previous sequence of rows, and follow it with the bound:
ORDERS.bound: rowtime '2006-09-11 12:05:00'. The bound is a promise by the caller not to
insert another row using this prepared statement with a rowtime earlier than 2006-09-11
12:05:00.

6.1.3 Semantics of Rowtime Bounds

Rowtime bounds never change the results of a query, but they do help the system provide the
results sooner. The general rule is that the value of a streaming SQL expression (such as a
query) depends on the SQL operations and their operands (the data), but not on any rowtime
bounds that accompany the data.

Some operators ignore rowtime bounds. Some operators make use of rowtime bounds to
produce earlier results, but never to produce different results.

In this section we examine the semantics of rowtime bounds. First we review what rowtime
bounds are and how they flow through the system. Next we review why rowtime bounds are
useful. Finally we consider how relational operators deal with rowtime bounds.

Implicit Rowtime Bounds
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Because the rows of data in a stream are ascending in time-value, the existence of a row
implicitly states that there will not later be a row with an earlier rowtime. It is as if every row in
a stream is followed by a time bound with the same rowtime as the rowtime of that row:

ORDERS: 'ORCL', rowtime '2006-10-10 10:00:00'

ORDERS.bound: rowtime '2006-10-10 10:00:00'

As rows move through the system, sometimes they "catch up" with earlier rows in the same
stream. The rowtime of each later row must be greater than or equal to the bound of the
preceding row. The result is a group of rows followed by a single bound. If, for example, rows
occur representing three orders, the rowtime for the implicit bound is automatically that of the
last occurring row:

ORDERS: 'ORCL', rowtime '2006-09-11 12:00:00'

ORDERS: 'MSFT', rowtime '2006-09-11 12:01:00'

ORDERS: 'IBM', rowtime '2006-09-11 12:02:00'

Hence at any moment in time, a stream contains groups of rows, each implicitly followed by a
bound.

Merging a bound onto a train of rows

A bound moves through the system as a self-sufficient unit. If it encounters or catches up with
a previous train of rows, it supersedes that train's (weaker) bound. The train will look like this:

ORDERS: 'ORCL', rowtime '2006-09-11 12:00:00'

ORDERS: 'MSFT', rowtime '2006-09-11 12:01:00'

ORDERS: 'IBM', rowtime '2006-09-11 12:02:00'

ORDERS.bound: rowtime '2006-09-11 12:02:00'

Splitting trains of rows

Sometimes the system splits a train of rows in two. (This can happen when an internal buffer
fills up)

When a train is split, the first train will end with the strongest bound it can, namely, the
rowtime of the first row in the next train:

ORDERS: 'ORCL', rowtime '2006-10-10 10:00:00'

ORDERS: 'MSFT', rowtime '2006-10-10 10:01:00'

ORDERS.bound: rowtime '2006-10-10 10:02:00'

ORDERS: 'IBM', rowtime '2006-10-10 10:02:00'

ORDERS.bound: rowtime '2006-10-10 10:05:00'

Eliminating rows

A filter condition can eliminate rows from a stream, but bounds are never eliminated. For
example, if the previous two trains passed through the condition WHERE ticker = 'ORCL', the
resulting train would look like this:

ORDERS: 'ORCL', rowtime '2006-10-10 10:00:00'

ORDERS.bound: rowtime '2006-10-10 10:02:00'

ORDERS.bound: rowtime '2006-10-10 10:05:00'
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When Rowtime Bounds Matter

A streaming query will automatically take advantage of any available rowtime bounds to
produce more timely output. As a stream of rows is processed, rowtime bounds accompany
the data as described in the previous section.

The important rowtime bounds -- those that carry extra information -- are the extra bounds
(nicknamed "punctuation") that a data source adds as it inserts rows. These give advance
notice of future data: namely, a lower bound on the rowtime of all future rows inserted.
Asserting the bound t means that, for the next inserted row r, the field r.rowtime will be at least
t. Other ways to express this are that the "clock" of the stream of inserted rows has jumped
forward to t, or that the data source is going to be "quiet" until time t.

Important notes:

· s-Server trusts that the rowtime bound is valid. If the data source subsequently
inserts a row with rowtime less than the bound, the s-Server rejects the row and
reports an error.

· Every valid inserted row must have a rowtime not less than the stream clock.
Hence every row either repeats or advances the stream clock,

· Data sources should track inserted rowtimes and estimate the rowtime of
future inserts. Estimating the earliest rowtime of future inserts (such as the opening
of the next trading day) will help s-Server produce timely output.

· Relational operators also advance their output streams. They advance the
rowtime bound of their output stream after producing a train of rows, before an
apparent pause, and the bound they set is a prediction and a promise about their next
output row.

Eclipsed Rowtime Bounds

A rowtime bound may convey important extra information about a data stream, but the
importance of the bound is short-lived. As soon as the next row or the next bound arrives, the
older bound is no longer useful: that is, the rowtime bound is eclipsed by the new information.

Since all rows in S are in rowtime order, any row r with rowtime b.t functions as an explicit
announcement that no future row will have a rowtime earlier than r.t. Every row advances the
rowtime bound unless it has the same rowtime as its predecessor. 

As a result, any rowtime bound is discarded once a later rowtime is made available either
through a newly arrived row or another rowtime bound. All older bounds are eclipsed by
expicit rowtimes and discarded. 

Rowtime bounds are most useful when rows will be followed by a known gap in time. They tell
the system to not wait for a new row to begin processing. 
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Splitting/Merging Rows and Rowtimes

At times, two trains of rows may join up and form a single train, or a single train may be split
in two. In the first case the bound of the earlier train is eclipsed. In the second case a gap has
been introduced, and the new early train will be given a rowtime bound, namely, the rowtime
of the first row in the second, later train.

This means that rowtime bounds are "not conserved." But the information they carried is not
lost, and so their effect is not lost.

Strict and non-strict bounds

All of the bounds discussed so far have been non-strict. For example, the bound

ORDERS.bound: rowtime '2006-10-10 10:00:00'

means 'There is not going to be a row in this stream with rowtime before 10:00:00'. In other
words, each row must be 10:00:00 or after. The 'or after' makes the bound non-strict. This is
similar to the SQL standard OVER operator for a 1-hour window, which contains both of its
end points. Thus, a trade at 12 noon would fall into both the 11-12 window and the 12-1
window.

However, certain operators require strict bounds in order to proceed. A strict bound would say
'There is not going to be a row in this stream with rowtime at or before 10:00:00'. In other
words, with a strict bound, each row must be strictly after 10:00:00. For example, the
windowed aggregation operator cannot produce a summary for the hour 11:00:00 to 12:00:00
until it knows it has seen the last trade occurring on the stroke of 12:00:00.

In SQLstream rowtimes have finite precision (namely, 1 msec). A strict bound at time t is
equivalent to a non-strict bound t + 1 msec.

Relational Operators and Rowtime Bounds

Rowtime bounds help data flow through a SQLstream system. They are a form of contract,
giving the consumer a benefit (more timely data) if the provider accepts a constraint (to only
produce rows with a given rowtime or later).

Understanding how rowtime bounds affect query processing requires looking at each of the
stream-processing operators in turn.

Row-by-Row operators

Many operators act on one input row at a time, transforming it into a single output row. For
example:

· A PROJECT operator copies certain columns while suppressing others.

· An expression calculator computes the value of a scalar expression over columns,
such as the sum of two numeric column values. Usually the operator passes through
the rowtime unchanged.
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In this case rowtime bounds are passed through unchanged. In precise terms, a lower bound
on future input rows is also a valid lower bound on future output rows. In the course of
producing output, the operator passes a rowtime bound.

The same is true for filters (WHERE clauses in a SELECT statement), which are a special
kind of row-by-row operator. A filter rejects some rows and passes others, but it does pass all
rowtime bounds. This is the correct behavior because a rowtime bound is an assertion about
all future rows. To be precise, the bound is a mathematical lower bound on the rowtime of all
future rows to arrive at the filter, so it must also be a valid lower bound on any subset of future
rows, including the subset of rows tha the filter will pass. The filter operator doesn't change
rowtimes, so the same bound applies to the output of the filter.

(Note that there may be a better, ie larger bound. The best possible bound is the actual
rowtime of the next output row, though this is generally not yet known at the time the bound is
propagated.)

Another special case is a row-by-row operator that replaces the input rowtime by a calculated
expression. Since the output stream must be ordered by rowtime, this expression must be a
monotonic increasing function of rowtime. For example:

SELECT rowtime + 100 AS rowtime, ....

Here the monotonic transformation is a simple shift by 100 msecs. The discussion above
about bounds still holds, provided that rowtime bounds are shifted the same way as
rowtimes.

To summarize: row-by-row operators pass on rowtime bounds unchanged, unless they
change rowtimes.

Merging Streams

Input streams are merged in two cases:

· By the UNION ALL operator

· Whenever several statements insert into the same named stream

In both cases the system merges the input streams by rowtime, so that the output stream is
correctly ordered. The merge algorithm needs to know the next rowtime available on each
input stream. When the next row to output has not yet arrived on an input stream, the merge
must wait.

Getting rowtime bounds on all input stream can avoid some of these delays.

UNION ALL and rowtime bounds

The UNION ALL operator needs to produce its output in ascending order. Consider the
streaming Union operator generated to implement the query

SELECT STREAM * FROM Orders

  UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * FROM Trades
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and suppose that the Union operator has already seen input

Orders: ORCL 10:01:00

Orders: MSFT 10:04:00

Trades: YHOO 10:02:00

Trades: IBM 10:03:00

and produced output

Union: ORCL 10:01:00

Union: YHOO 10:02:00

Union: IBM 10:03:00

The following row and bound:

Orders: MSFT 10:04:00

Orders.bound: 10:06:00

cannot flow through the union yet. To see why, imagine that a row with an earlier rowtime
subsequently arrives on the Trades stream:

Trades: GOOG 10:03:30

If the union had already emitted the MSFT 10:04:00 record, it would now be forced to output a
row out of order!

So, in order to proceed, the union needs the assurance that no row with rowtime less than
10:04:00 will ever arrive in the Trades stream. In short, it needs a rowtime bound. Such a
rowtime bound might arrive on its own:

Trades.bound: 10:05:00

or be implied by a row with a later rowtime:

Trades: IBM 10:05:30

Named Streams and Rowtime Bounds

When several clients are simultaneously inserting rows into the same named stream, the
system has to merge the inputs by rowtime. This gets tricky when the data sources come
and go.

Simultaneous Inserts

Consider a stream definition such as CREATE STREAM Orders (ticker VARCHAR(10));

and two producers each periodically executing the prepared statement INSERT INTO Orders
(rowtime, ticker) VALUES (?, ?);

The behavior is similar to union: a row will only flow out of the Orders stream with a particular
rowtime when both of the producers have sent a row or a rowtime bound up to at least that
rowtime.
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One outcome is that a stream seems to run at the speed of its slowest producer, which may
be inconvenient when one producer is significantly slower than the others. When they are
implemented, timeliness constraints will mitigate this effect.

The "slowest producer" effect is yet another example of a contract: In this case, open
producers benefit by being given as much time as they need to produce the next row.
Consumers, however, suffer by possibly being required to wait an arbitrarily long time for a
given row to appear. Also, the producer benefit from this contract may not help a producer
that has just joined a stream: If the producer has a row at rowtime 11:00:00 and the stream's
most recent row was timestamped 11:10:00, that producer's row is simply out of sequence,
and the producer must discard the row.

Producers Entering and Leaving a Stream

When a named stream is created, it has no rowtime bound: the first row inserted can have
any rowtime, and this rowtime then becomes the rowtime bound of the stream. The next row
cannot be earlier, whether inserted by the same or a new producer.

Later, whenever a new producer joins, the stream's rowtime bound is the time of the latest
row inserted. The newcomer can insert a row only if its rowtime is the same as, or later than,
the stream bound. Note that the newcomer can barge in ahead of the other producers if its
row is earlier than theirs. The point, of course, is to ensure that the rows in the stream are in
rowtime order.

Here is a concrete example: stream S is created (and has no bound). Producer P1 arrives
and asserts its bound is 10:00. The stream bound is still undefined, since no actual row has
been inserted yet.

Then P1 inserts a row with rowtime 10:00, consistent with its declared bound. The row enters
the stream and the stream bound becomes 10:00.

Next, producer P2 arrives, asserting its bound is 10:05. This is acceptable, as it is later than
10:00. If P2 tries then to insert a row with rowtime 10:05, it may have to wait (if P1 or a
newcomer has earlier rows), but eventually it will succeed. On the other hand, if P2 tried to
insert a row with rowtime 9:59, it would be rejected as a late row.

If P1 now closes and detaches from the stream, then P2 is the only source, so its 10:05 row
is next up and enters the stream, advancing the stream clock to 10:05. The departure of input
P1 let the stream advance: while it was still attached, with a bound of only 10:00, there was a

If all inputs close and detach, the stream "remembers" its rowtime bound, so that a producer
P3 which appears later cannnot insert a late row.

6.1.3.1 Streaming Aggregation and Windowed Aggregation

Aggregation applies summarizing functions (like COUNT, SUM, or MAX) to groups of rows. A
group always consists of a consecutive series of rows (with rowtimes in a single interval). A
group is defined by the count of rows it contains or (more usually) the length of time the rows
span. For example, given a stream of events with rowtype (seqno integer, classification
varchar(16), cost money), we can count events over each successive hour, which is a
streaming aggregation, or we can compute a running average cost of the events of the last
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hour, which is a windowed aggregation. The streaming aggregation produces a value at the
end of each group. The windowed aggregation produces a new value on every input row: that
is, whenever the rows in the window change.

Both aggregation cases, streaming and windowed, depend on input rowtimes to trigger
output:

· Streaming aggregation needs to know when a time period has ended.

· Windowed aggregation needs to know when the window has moved forward.

o More precisely, it needs to know when the window contents change, that is, when a row
enters or is dropped from the window.

So for aggregation to make efficient progress, as with union/merge above, both cases need to
know the rowtime of the next row. Rowtime bounds thus allow aggregation to produce results
as soon as possible.

For examples of the effect of rowtime bounds:

· On windowed aggregation, see the topic Analytic Functions in the s-Server Streaming
SQL Reference Guide.

· On streaming aggregation, see the  topic Aggregate Functions in the s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

6.1.3.2 Streaming Joins

When you use streaming join queries, as with streaming union queries, you need to
remember that s-Server always outputs rows in ascending order of rowtime.

You cannot join two entire streams -- that is, find all matching pairs of rows regardless of
rowtime -- is not allowed, because it requires unbounded memory to save the entire history of
both streams.

You can, though, apply sliding windows to each input stream and to find matching pairs of
rows, one from each window. This is the same "window" construct used in windowed
aggregation.

Each window join must have a finite size, though its contents vary over time. Windowed joins
can benefit from rowtime bounds on their input to emit earlier output. In particular, this helps
an outer join by finding unmatched rows as soon as possible.

Like other operators, a windowed join operator sets its output rowtime bound to indicate the
earliest possible rowtime for its next output.

When the output is due to a matched pair of input rows, each has its own rowtime. The output
rowtime is the later of these times, because the rows could not match until both "existed". 

For an outer join, an unmatched row results in an output row. The output rowtime is not the
rowtime of the unmatched row: to be consistent with the treatment of matches, it is the time
we discover the row to be unmatched, i.e., the time the unmatched row is dropped from its
window. Rowtime bounds on the input allows this be discovered as soon as possible.
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Examples of Streaming Joins

Join query #1

SELECT STREAM

    ROWTIME, o.orderId, o.ticker,

    o.amount AS orderAmount, t.amount AS tradeAmount

  FROM Orders AS o

  JOIN Trades OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '10' MINUTE FOLLOWING) AS t

  ON o.orderId = t.orderId

This query prints all orders matched by a trade within ten minutes of the order being placed.
As ever, the output stream must be sorted by rowtime; the question becomes, "Which
rowtime?" The query is written in a way that centers on a single row from the Orders stream
at a time, joined to a window of rows from the Trades stream. The output rowtime,
appropriately, is the rowtime of the single Orders row.

(To see why, apply the definition of the rowtime of a join: the base-time of the windows at the
time the match is discovered. The orders row is alone in its window, a row-based window of
size 1 with no offset, so its base-time is the rowtime of the orders row.)

Orders matched within ten minutes

Step Orders Trades Output

1 10:00:00 1 ORCL 100

 10:03:00 2 YHOO 25

2  10:02:00 1 ORCL 60

   
10:00:00 1 ORCL 100
60

  10:04:00 2 YHOO 25

  10:07:30 1 ORCL 30

   
10:00:00 1 ORCL 100
30

3  10:11:00 bound

   
10:03:00 2 YHOO 25
25

4 10:10:00 bound

5  10:12:00 1 ORCL 10

Let's look at the execution of this query in detail.
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· In step 1, two orders are placed.

· In step 2, three trades occur, and they all match an order.

The trades for order #1 placed at 10:00:00 can be output, but not those for order #2 placed at
10:03:00.

Why not? Because it's still possible for a trade for order #1 to arrive before the 10:10:00
deadline.

· In step 3, a rowtime bound on the Trades stream tells us that no further trades will match
order #1.

The streaming join operator can now remove order #1 from its memory.

It's now possible to output the match on YHOO that was seen in step #2.

· In step 4, a rowtime bound on the Orders stream arrives. It has no effect.

· In step 5, a trade arrives for order #1, but too late for its window (which ended at 10:00): no
match.

Join query #2

SELECT STREAM

    ROWTIME, o.orderId, o.ticker,

    o.amount AS orderAmount, t.amount AS tradeAmount

  FROM Orders OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '10' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS o

  JOIN Trades AS t

  ON o.orderId = t.orderId

This query is similar to the one above. Orders are still matched with trades which occur within
ten minutes of being placed. The only difference is that the join is performed from the
perspective of the Trades stream, and therefore the output rowtime is that of the trade. As a
result, the timings when rows are output are quite different:

Step Orders Trades Output

1 10:00:00 1 ORCL 100

 10:03:00 2 YHOO 25

2  10:02:00 1 ORCL 60

  10:04:00 2 YHOO 25

  10:07:30 1 ORCL 30

   10:02:00 1 ORCL 100 60

3  10:11:00 bound

4 10:10:00 bound

   10:04:00 2 YHOO 25 25

   10:07:30 1 ORCL 100 30

5  10:12:00 1 ORCL 10

Let's look at the execution in detail.
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· In step 1, two orders are placed.

· In step 2, three trades occur, and they all match an order. We can output the 10:02:00
trade for order #1, but we cannot move onto the 10:04:00 trade yet. How can this be?

We know that there are no more trades before 10:04:00, so why can't we move on to it?

The problem is not with the Trades stream -- it is with the Orders stream.

The streaming join operator thinks that there could be another Order record with orderId=1
before the 10:04:00 deadline;

if such an order were to arrive, it would generate another output row time-stamped 10:02:00.

(We happen to know that there is orderIds are unique, and that can't happen.)

· In step 3, a bound for Trades arrives.

· In step 4, a bound for Orders arrives. The streaming join operator now knows that it is
impossible to see another order pairing with the 3 trade rows seen so far.

· In step 5, an unpaired trade arrives. The streaming join operator will keep this trade in
memory until the Orders stream reaches 10:12:00, because it would be possible for a
matching order to arrive. (We know that the order #1 has already been seen, and that there
will not be another, but once again the windowed join operator cannot deduce that.)

Join query #3

Now consider a variation on query #1 as an outer join, with an unmatched trade and an
unmatched order in the input data. (The select list has been expanded to clarify the new
output rows.)

SELECT STREAM

    ROWTIME, o.orderId, o.ticker, o.amount AS orderAmount,

    t.ticker, t.tradeId, t.amount AS tradeAmount,

  FROM Orders AS o

  OUTER JOIN Trades OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '10' MINUTE FOLLOWING) AS t

  ON o.orderId = t.orderId
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Step Orders Trades Output

1 10:00:00 0 IBM 110

 10:00:00 1 ORCL 100

 10:03:00 2 YHOO 25

2  10:02:00 1 ORCL 60

   10:00:00 1 ORCL 100 1 ORCL 60

  10:04:00 2 YHOO 25

  10:07:30 1 ORCL 30

   10:00:00 1 ORCL 100 1 ORCL 30

3  10:11:00 bound

   10:00:00 0 IBM 110 null null null

   10:03:00 2 YHOO 25 2 YHOO 25

4 10:10:00 bound

5  10:12:00 1 ORCL 10

   10:12:00 null null null 1 ORCL 10

The inputs are the same as before, but we add an umatched order at the start. As the same
matches occur, the output should be a superset of that of query #1, with the same rowtimes
for the matches.

The unmatched order for IBM results in an output row with null Trade-columns; as with the
matches, the output rowtime is the Order rowtime (10:00 for Order #0); but the mismatch is
discovered only when the 10 minute window expires for this order, at 10:10. Hence the 10:11
bound on the Orders stream causes the mismatch for IBM to be output, and then (as before)
the match for YHOO from 10:03.

The unmatched trade at 10:12 for order 1 results in an output row with null Order-columns.
But when? The output rowtime cannot be the time of the matched Orders row, since there
isn't any. Instead it is the time of a missing order that could have matched this Trade, which
could have occured any time during the 10 minute window preceding 10:12; thus the
mismatch is known at the end of the window, that is, immediately at 10:12, which is the
correct rowtime.

6.1.3.3 Extension operators (UDF, UDX, Transform Plugins)

SQLstream allows an application to define its own extension operators. These include:

· User-defined functions (UDFs). You use these in a SELECT expression (or in a
WHERE clause). For more detail, see the topics SELECT and WHERE clause in the
s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide. A UDF is a row-by-row operation, and so
is unaffected by rowtime bounds, which it automatically passes downstream.

· Foreign streams, generated by an adapter coded in Java. Such streams are very
general-purpose. The algorithms they express can make use of rowtime bounds and
should be responsible for passing them downstream. A plugin can see and emit
rowtime bounds as part of the com.sqlstream.plugin.RowSink interface that all
plugins use to read and write data. A client application can see and emit rowtime
bounds as part of the SQLstream implementation of JDBC.
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· User-defined transforms (UDXs). You code these in Java. They read an input stream
and produce an output stream. When writing a UDX (User-Defined Transformation),
you need to be aware of rowtime bounds. See the topic Rowtime Bounds and UDXs
in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

6.2 Complex Event Processing

s-Server's temporal predicates let you query relationships between two time periods, using
terms such as CONTAINS, OVERLAPS, PRECEDES, SUCCEEDS, and so on. You can
run these queries in conjunction with other data analysis, including  relational operators,
aggregates, and windowed expressions. See the topic s-Server Temporal Predicates in the
Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for more details on s-Server's
implementation of temporal predicates. 

Temporal predicates allow s-Server to perform what Esper and Etalis call “complex event
processing” (CEP): “the analysis of complicated, long-running events.” A complicated, long-
running event has a non-trivial duration. That is, it spans an interval of time rather than a
single instant. 

SQLstream's approach to temporal predicates has two big advantages over competing
approaches which use event processors modeled with rules-engines and state machine
transitions:

1. Guavus s-Server's query optimizer combines temporal predicates, relational
operators, aggregates, and windowed expressions into compact programs which
run efficiently on bare metal in a single processing step. In other words, the heavy
lifting is done by the optimizer before the data starts flowing. As a result, s-Server
runs queries faster, because it does not incur the queuing overhead associated with
rules-based and state-machine-based solutions. 

2. Because s-Server uses the widely-known SQL as a programming interface, new
analysts and engineers face a short learning curve when using Guavus s-Server. It
takes considerably more time to master the proprietary programming models of
rules-based and state-machine-based solutions. That, in turn, limits the number of
problems which those approaches can solve under a tight deadline.

7 Streaming Data and Windows

With conventional databases, you execute a SELECT query, the query runs, and the result is
all the rows in selected tables that match the restrictions of the SELECT statement. That
works because tables are finite: a SELECT statement grabs whatever rows are available at
the moment the query is run. If someone were to add rows to a table after you've run the
query, those rows would not be part of the query's results. In a conventional relational
database application, calculations such as  SUM, COUNT, or MAX or operations such as 
JOIN, GROUP BY, or PARTITION, can know all the data they need in order to produce a
correct result.

But when you are querying streams, the result of a SELECT query continues to add more
rows, because the sources feeding these rows are continually updating data. So in a
streaming context, the SELECT statement cannot know in advance all the rows that will be
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part of the query's result. That means that if you're going to run calculations on streaming
data, you will need some way to block off chunks of data to which you will apply calculations.

To solve this problem, you apply functions and operations  over a subset of records called a
window. Each window contains, at any given time, a subset of streaming rows defined by
time, number of rows, or another numeric expression. Examples of windows include  "every
ten minutes" or "the last thirty seconds" or "every millimeter," and so on. 

We’re going to call the set of rows to which the analytic is applied the window frame. In the
diagram below, the window frame, highlighted in blue, lasts from 0 seconds after 2:00 on
February 2, 2022, to 10 seconds after 2:00 on the same date.

If you're used to working with tables that have fixed number of rows, you can think of windows
as a kind of "virtual" table--windows set up a fixed window so that you can run queries on
them. Actually, they're not really fixed windows--they evolve over time, and are sometimes
open ended. But it's still a rough idea of how windows work in streaming SQL.

Time-based aggregation windows use rows' rowtime in order to determine windows.

Many windows end at current row, which is the latest rowtime that s-Server has seen. 
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Types of Windows

All windows fall into basically two categories: windowed aggregation and streaming
aggregation. Windowed aggregation uses the WINDOW clause of the SELECT statement.
Queries with windowed aggregation emit one output row for every input row. Streaming
aggregation uses the GROUP BY clause of the SELECT statement. Queries with streaming
aggregation emit one output row for many input rows.

Windowed Aggregation

Windowed aggregation uses a rolling window with a specified time frame or set of rows. A
windowed aggregation query can define a rolling window as having a time frame  (a time-
based window) or a fixed number of rows (a row-based window). The windowed-aggregation
window contains any newly qualifying rows and all older qualifying rows  meeting the window
specification. For the complete syntax, syntax chart, and more examples with more detailed
explanations, see the WINDOW clause topic in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Guide, which also contains detailed examples showing a sample data set and the contents of
various windows at various times. For more details, see the topics Analytic and Aggregate
functions in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

Aggregation can be done as windowed aggregation over rolling windows, such as generating
a moving average, or as streaming aggregation over periodic windows, such as generating an
hourly report or daily roll-up.

Streaming Aggregation

Streaming aggregation uses time-based windows with many-rows-in, one-row-out behavior,
applying the SQL constructs SELECT STREAM DISTINCT ... or, more commonly, SELECT
STREAM ... GROUP BY.

In this type of aggregation, incoming rows that belong to the group are added to the running
aggregations. An incoming row that belongs to the next group ends the current group, causes
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that current group's aggregations to be emitted as a single output row, and begins the next
group.

For streaming aggregation using GROUP BY in a streaming SELECT statement, the first
group-by term must be time-based. For example GROUP BY FLOOR(S.ROWTIME) TO
HOUR will yield one output row per hour for the previous hour's input rows. The GROUP BY
can specify additional partitioning terms. For example, GROUP BY FLOOR(S.ROWTIME) TO
HOUR, USERID will yield one output row per hour per USERID value.

Sample Input Stream of Bus Locations

This same input stream can be processed by either form of aggregation. The input stream is
created by the following code. Before running the code, you will need to start the Stream CSV
Bus Data demo script, located in the SQLstream folder on your desktop.

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "BusFileReaderServer"

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA

OPTIONS (classname 'com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.FileSetColumnSet',

        parser 'CSV',

        character_encoding 'UTF-8',

        separator ',',

        skip_header 'false',

        directory '/tmp',

        filename_pattern 'buses\.log'

);

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA buses;

SET SCHEMA 'buses';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM buses_stream

(

id DOUBLE, --Identification number for the bus.

reported_at TIMESTAMP, --Time location was reported.

shift_no DOUBLE, --Shift number for the bus's driver.

trip_no VARCHAR(4096), --Trip number for the bus.

route_variant_id VARCHAR(4096), --ID number for bus route.

waypoint_id VARCHAR(4096), --ID number for bus waypoint.

last_known_location_state VARCHAR(4096), --Location state.

lat VARCHAR(4096), --Latitude of location.

lon VARCHAR(4096), --Longitude of location.

speed DOUBLE, --Reported speed of bus.

bearing VARCHAR(4096), --Navigational bearing for bus.

driver_no DOUBLE, --Driver identification for number.

prescribed VARCHAR(4096), --The direction on the motorway,

                            --(into Sydney or out of Sydney).

highway DOUBLE, --Highway number, if available.

created_at TIMESTAMP, --Timestamp for when this bus

                        --started reporting locations.

updated_at TIMESTAMP --Timestamp for when this bus

    --last reported a location.

)

SERVER "BusFileReaderServer"

--Server created in the previous step.

--Provides connection information for the log file.

;
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As illustrated in the graphic below, the input stream can be read and processed by streaming
aggregation, shown on the left, or windowed aggregation, shown on the right.

Examples of Windowed and Streaming Aggregation

Here are some examples of aggregation windows:

Windows That Use a Set Period of Time

A sliding window always applies an analytic to a set period of time, which moves along
steadily. That is, a sliding window is always exactly 10 minutes of data (or, as we’ll see, 10
rows).

A hopping window also applies an analytic to a set period of time, but moves ahead in jumps,
such that, for example, one minute is subtracted from the analytic window every minute. You
can use the STEP, FLOOR, and CEILING functions to define hopping windows.

 Hopping windows are supported as of s-Server 6.0.
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Windows That End Earlier Than the Present

Offset windows also use a set period of time--actually, these can be sliding or hopping--but
the time period ends at some time earlier than the present--such as "10 seconds ago" or "1
minute ago." These say to s-Server "give me all the rows for a ten minute interval that ends 1
minute ago." 

 Offset windows are supported as of s-Server 6.0.

Windows that Start Calculating at Time X, and Keep Calculating.

An unbounded window calculates from first available data until the current row.

A snapping window applies an analytic to a time period that began one hour ago, and starts
over at the top of the hour.

Streaming Aggregation

Windows that use streaming aggregation are called tumbling windows. Tumbling windows
accumulate a batch of rows of the input to produce a set of aggregated result rows.
Technically, they are not "windows"--they're the result of a GROUP BY statement run on
rowtime.

Further Modifications for Windows

Distinct Values Only

For all of these windows, you can specify DISTINCT using SELECT STREAM DISTINCT.

Using Partitions

You can also use PARTITION BY to segment results. The window function is applied to each
partition separately and computation restarts for each partition.
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The Special Way s-Server Handles Current Row

Many windows end with the present, which is what we call current row. 

There are some slightly tricky things about current row. Mostly, you need to know that s-
Server thinks of current row as “the first time we see a new rowtime,” and starts making
calculations accordingly, The tricky thing is that other rows may come in with the same
rowtime. These will be incorporated into later calculations, but calculations begin as soon as
the first row hits s-Server. That's a good thing if you want your calculation to tell you when the
temperature of a set of sensors exceeds an average--so that you can shut down whatever is
causing the temperature to go up before things light on fire. But it can be a little weird to
imagine that windows that involve current row incorporate rows that have the current rowtime,
but not all of them.

7.1 Pumps, Streams, and Processing Pipelines

By default, each stream query in SQLstream is run independently from all other stream
queries. However, it is often desirable for either performance or consistency reasons to share
the output of one query as input to one or more other queries.

A potential complexity arises from three facts:

(1) that queries can be inserted or closed dynamically while SQLstream is processing
streams,

(2) that data can arrive at varying rates, and

(3) that data can be emitted at varying rates after being processed.

In this context, ensuring that all such queries receive identical input from the time each of
them becomes active requires some forethought.
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In SQLstream this goal is accomplished by defining a stream that all such queries will listen
for, and then creating a pump to feed that stream. The pump is based on the source views or
queries. Using the pump compensates for the variations in the timing of the data sources;
using the stream that the pump feeds ensures that every query listening for that stream sees
the same set of results.

This procedure enables "processing pipelines," that is, modular sequences of processing
steps, where each step performs filtering, aggregation, and transformation, providing its
results to downstream consumers. Each such step thus also provides a public junction
where its results may be

· inspected for debugging purposes,

· analyzed for SLAs or regulatory compliance,

· selected and repurposed by streams in other processing pipelines,

· pumped into sink adapters or other streams, or

· subscribed by JDBC client applications.

The simple example that follows illustrates the basic view/stream/pump mechanisms.

Example

This example uses the BIDS and ASKS streams already defined in the SALES schema
included in the First Guavus s-Server distributed with the SQLstream product. The view
matches bids and asks by ticker, shares, and price within a sliding ten-second window by
using a windowed join. Such a join is a streaming join over a time-based subset of records
ordered by row timestamps.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "MatchBidsAndAsksView"

DESCRIPTION 'match bids and asks for each ticker over a 10-second time window' AS

SELECT STREAM

  B.ROWTIME AS "bidTime",

  A.ROWTIME AS "askTime",

  B."ticker",

  B."shares" AS "bidShares",

  B."price" AS "bidPrice",

  A."shares" AS "askShares",

  A."price" AS "askPrice"

FROM SALES.BIDS OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '10' SECOND PRECEDING) AS B

JOIN SALES.ASKS AS A ON A."ticker" = B."ticker"

  AND A."shares" = B."shares"

  AND A."price" = B."price";

After defining the view, you create a related stream to receive the view results and a pump to
insert those results into that stream, as follows:

CREATE STREAM "MatchBidsAndAsks"

(

       "bidTime" TIMESTAMP,

       "askTime" TIMESTAMP,

       "ticker" varchar(5),

       "bidShares" INTEGER,
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       "bidPrice" REAL,

       "askShares" INTEGER,

       "askPrice" REAL

);

CREATE PUMP "MatchBidsAndAsksPump" STARTED as

INSERT INTO "MatchBidsAndAsks" SELECT * FROM "MatchBidsAndAsksView";

At this point, any queries created using "MatchBidsAndAsks" will all see the same data
stream.

Troubleshooting Processing Delays

Let's suppose that you have defined some streams, written some streaming queries, and
started to write records into those streams. But no records are coming out yet. You're
probably wondering: Is the system slow? Did I write the query wrong?

Factors causing delay

Several factors determine when rows are emitted from a query. Guavus s-Server runs in
correctness mode, which means that it will wait until all of the data necessary to give a
correct answer are available. This form of delay is called inherent delay because it is caused
directly by the SQL semantics or by a business rule requirement. An example is discussed in
the section Inherent delay due to SQL query semantics; additional factors related to
correctness mode are discussed in the Delay due to failures and slow writers subtopic below.

Other factors affecting when rows are emitted include the following:

· Data time and Wallclock time

· Delay due to failures and slow writers

· Delays caused by other readers and writers

· System delay

· Time zones

It should be remembered that, with just one exception, s-Server queries have nothing to do
with system time, sometimes called wallclock time because it will be the time shown on the
clock on the wall of the data center. The semantics of each query are driven by data time, that
is, the ROWTIME values and rowtime bounds in the streams on which that query depends.
The difference between data time and wallclock time is called wallclock delay, and time zone
differences also relate to wallclock delay, as discussed later at the indicated links.

There are also various kinds of system delay, such as the system running slowly because the
CPU is overloaded or because the network is slow.
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Inherent delay due to SQL query semantics

SQLstream's extended SQL contains constructs that allow you to represent delays and time
windows. Those constructs tend to match the business problem being solved, so it is usually
obvious that a query cannot be answered without an inherent delay.

For example, one can write a query that finds all orders that have not shipped within an hour
of being placed. That query cannot output an order placed at 10:00 until 11:00 has arrived
without that order having shipped. The query to find such orders will use a streaming join
between the Orders and Shipments streams and, not coincidentally, the SQL semantics by
which a windowed join generates row timestamps match the business rule.

We would say that this query has an inherent delay of 1 hour, because the SQL semantics
are implementing a business rule whereby it is impossible to output a row saying that a 10:00
order has not been shipped in time until the Shipments stream has reached 11:00.

See also: Semantics of Rowtime Bounds.

Data Time and Wallclock time
In examples, all the times are data time, rowtimes, which may be different from wallclock
time. According to data time, it is 10:00 when the Orders stream sends a row (or a rowtime
bound) timestamped 10:00 or later. Typically this will happen very soon after 10:00, of course.
Using NTP (Network Time Protocol) on all computers can ensure that system clocks are
closely synchronized. However, the system will still operate correctly if there is an offset
between clocks.

In general, application data arrives with rowtimes that may bear no resemblance to wallclock
time, although under many real world circumstances, data time lags only slightly behind
wallclock time.

SQLstream's query processing only refers to the system time (wallclock time) in two places:

· If a record is inserted into a stream without an explicit rowtime, SQLstream's driver
generates a timestamp value for the rowtime using the system clock.

· When a user calls any of the following time functions, it requests the wallclock time
from the SQLstream system: CURRENT_DATE, CURRENT_TIME,
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP, LOCALTIME, and
LOCALTIMESTAMP.

Delay due to failures and slow writers

SQLstream's correctness mode of operation makes it easy to write applications that always
produce the right results, even in a complex distributed system with many clients and
servers. But if a producer crashes or goes offline while it is feeding rows into a query, or if it is
just running slowly, then the query will wait for it.
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For some applications, correctness mode is exactly what is needed. The query will wait until
the producer catches up. Some applications would rather produce a result that is possibly
incorrect than wait for one or two producers that are running slow.

If the producer is producing data infrequently, it can aid throughput speed and efficiency by
periodically sending a current rowtime bound during a gap in its output rows. Receiving such
a bound can enable waiting processes, happy to know there will be no further data from that
stream earlier than that bound, to release results that have no further dependency on data
with rowtimes up to that bound. (Streams with implicit rowtimes also emit implicit rowtime
bounds.)

Another solution is for the producer to close its prepared INSERT statement. This tells
Guavus s-Server not to wait for the producer to send rows or rowtime bounds for the query to
make progress. The implication of this strategy is that if the producer wants to rejoin the
query, it will need to send rowtimes at or greater than the high water mark that the query has
reached. Anything less will be rejected as an out-of-order row.

Both of these approaches are described in more detail in the Administrator Guide's
Correctness Mode chapter, where Timeliness mode is discussed.

Delays Caused by Other Readers and Writers

Suppose a stream S1 is producing 1 million rows per hour, and there are two processes
reading from it, one of which is only reading 100,000 rows per hour. As time goes by, that one
process falls further and further behind in reading the results sent by the producer.

The SQLstream system can not throw away an output row until it has been read by both
consumers. It can either produce the data, and buffer it until the slower reader is ready for it,
or delay input stream processing until output streams have caught up.

Delaying input stream processing lets the data back up through the system, like traffic
backing up on a freeway. Feeder streams will eventually be prevented from sending records
because their consumer, S1, has allowed its input queues to fill up. A further side-effect is
that as those feeder streams are prevented from writing, any other queries that depend on
those writers will also be forced to wait. S1's delay eventually starves the faster reader,
forcing it to wait because new records are not being generated.

Currently in such a scenario, Guavus s-Server tends to let data back up, because this is
more efficient, at least for small amounts of back up. It saves writing data to disk, and it tends
to smooth out stream processing. This is particularly true for streams that produce rows at
irregular rates, enabling the system work on larger numbers of records at a time, which tends
to be more efficient.

For example, the following diagram shows the gridlock that ensues when there is a slow
reader. Reader 1 is running slowly, and its buffer is full of unread rows (black). Reader 2 is
reading results from same query, but is keeping pace with the query. The join operator cannot
produce more data until reader 1 has read the existing data, so it suspends operation
(blocks).
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There are several effects. First, Reader 2 is starved of more data. Second, the backlog
spreads to the join operator's ancestors: Stream B, Writer 2 and Writer 3 are particularly
affected, and block when their output buffers fill up, Stream A and Writer 1 less so. Third,
because Stream B is unable to make progress, its other descendant, Reader 3, is starved. It
is initially surprising that Reader 3 is affected, since it is neither an ancestor nor a descendant
of Reader 1, the root cause of the backlog. Just like gridlock spreading through a congested
highway network, flow problems can have far-reaching effects. To avoid this, Reader 1 needs
to be re-engineered to run faster - perhaps by partitioning its work across a number of
processes.

System Delay

When there is a delay getting results from a system, the first assumption is that this is
because Guavus s-Server is running slowly. Actually, this is rarely the case, because Guavus
s-Server generally processes data very efficiently (much faster than a database, for
example).

Depending on hardware specification of the system, a single node SQLstream system can
generally handle tens of thousands of records per second, and/or hundreds of active queries.
Under moderate loads, the system will shift its workload to work more efficiently at the
expense of a slightly increased delay.

System delay can also arise from network traffic. Network latency can occur at various parts
of the system. SQLstream uses TCP/IP for communications with Java clients and within the
system. TCP/IP can have a significant delay, particularly over the Internet or other wide area
networks (WANs), if the network is busy, and over wireless networks where there is radio
interference.

SQLstream's Streaming Data Protocol (SDP) stack organizes rows into batches for efficient
transmission. If there are several open streams, it will combine records from multiple streams
into a single network packet. This batching increases efficiency, but may add a small delay.
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Time Zones

SQLstream's time semantics, and in particular the TIMESTAMP values held in the ROWTIME
column and passed as rowtime bounds, are consistent with the SQL standard. A timestamp
value has no time zone associated with it. For example, the value TIMESTAMP '2001-01-01
00:00:00' represents the start of the millennium, but interpretation is left to the system
architect.

Time data accessed via JDBC are accessed as Java timestamp values and follow Java data
semantics. A Java java.sql.timestamp object represents a particular moment in time. It contains
a long (64 bit signed integer) field that represents the number of milliseconds since January
1st, 1970 UTC. (For example, on any particular day, 6:00AM PST and 9:00AM EST are the
same moment, and both correspond to the same java.sql.Timestamp.)

There is a tension between these notions of time, which system architects generally resolve
by standardizing on UTC as the timezone for the SQLstream system. JDBC clients can
remain in their local timezone. If you read/write data using the JDBC setTimestamp(Timestamp)

and getTimestamp() methods, timestamp values will automatically be converted (by the java
runtime library) to UTC timestamp values. An alternative design is for the JDBC client to
locate itself in the UTC zone; in this case the java library does no conversion (see TimeZone
for more details).

Conclusion

There are many factors governing time in an streaming data application built using
SQLstream.

Wallclock time and time zone differences are factors that need to be considered when
designing a system but are not sources of delay as such.

In a well-provisioned system, system delay is usually negligible because SQLstream makes
efficient use of CPU and network resources.

An inherent delay often arises in a streaming application as the inevitable result of asking vital
business questions against available data sources. Producing correct answers using those
data sources can simply require waiting for the an event to transpire, or for information
necessary to the analysis to become available. Understanding the time semantics of
streaming SQL will help you to mitigate those delays.
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7.2 Advanced Stream Resequencing with Guavus SQLstream

Promoting Event Time as ROWTIME

Guavus SQLstream provides the full power of SQL to process and analyze time-series event
data. One of the powerful mechanisms supported is ROWTIME promotion. The idea here is
to allow for any number of embedded or external timestamps within a record (tuple) and allow
for explicit promotion of such fields to become the current ROWTIME. This allows for arbitrary
reordering of records by time. The user must take care that certain WINDOW operations in
SQL require monotonically increasing timestamp values, and any time-traveling backwards
(or even unusual fast time-traveling forwards) may result in records being ejected into the
ERRORSTREAM (where they can be reprocessed with custom exception stream analytic
logic).

Reordering events by a timestamp within a time window

Guavus SQLstream provides a very efficient declaration stream operator (TSORT) to
continually reorder records within a given time window, so that analytics can be performed
even when the data arrive out of time order. 

Example:

SELECT STREAM event_time AS ROWTIME, *

FROM (SELECT STREAM

          *, MAX(event_time) OVER forEver AS max_event_time

      FROM event_stream

      WINDOW forEver AS (RANGE UNBOUNDED PRECEDING)

      )

WHERE (max_event_time - event_time) < INTERVAL '1' MINUTE

ORDER BY event_time WITHIN INTERVAL '1' MINUTE;

In the example above, a t-sort operation is performed to sort the partially ordered
event_stream by the event_time column to produce the resulting stream that is completely
sorted by event_time. The subselect in the example query only accepts "t-sortable" events
from event_stream.

A separate pipeline can process "late" rows that can be identified with a simple query as
follows:

SELECT STREAM event_time AS ROWTIME, *

FROM (SELECT STREAM

          *, MAX(event_time) OVER forEver AS max_event_time

      FROM event_stream

      WINDOW forEver AS (RANGE UNBOUNDED PRECEDING)

      )

WHERE (max_event_time - event_time) >= INTERVAL '1' MINUTE;

Guavus SQLstream also provides a very efficient ORDER BY clause used within windows to
time order the results that are emitted by any given analytic pipeline over a specified window.
Windows can be TIME or NUMBER OF ROWS based. 
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Reordering Events by Arbitrary Keys

Guavus SQLstream provides the full power of SQL in allowing the exensions of the concepts
described above for TIME to be applied to any key (combination of field values). If you wish to
use time ordering then you need to convert the key to a timestamp-like value and promote it to
be the new timestamp. Otherwise you can use the ORDER BY and the results and
processing performed within the window will be continually sorted by the key values
encountered.

Example:

SELECT STREAM *

FROM event_stream AS e

ORDER BY FLOOR(e.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), state, city;

-- OR 

SELECT STREAM *

FROM event_stream AS e

ORDER BY FLOOR(e.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), city_sales, state, city;

Taking Action on Missing or Delayed Events

Guavus SQLstream even provides mechanisms for taking action on missing or delayed
records or events (other than reconstituting/imputing the missing values and records as
described below). The mechanism that allows for this is called ROWTIME BOUNDS (or
sometime also known a time punctuation). The way this works within Guavus SQLstream is
that streams can comprise not only data records (each of which have a given ROWTIME
defaulting to the time at which the server originally received the record), but also can
comprise of timestamps without data records!  Such punctuation records (ROWTIME
BOUNDS) can be viewed as a kind of heartbeat or clock pulse. They allow computation to
proceed even when records are missing or delayed. Adapters and UDXes can emit such
records, often at regular time intervals, so that SQL OUTER JOINS can be used so that the
presence of NULL values can be used to infer that a punctuation record arrived without any
corresponding data values. This allow arbitrary action to be taking in real time when a record
is missing or delayed. A common use case is to detect transmission delays, SLA violations or
services, servers and devices that have failed and are not transmitting, and then to take the
appropriate action. 

Snapping Data to an Emerging Model or Surface (Kalman Filters)

Guavus SQLstream provides a UDX implementing Kalman filters. The UDX which infers a
surface or model (N-dimensional numeric data) from a stream of records with numeric fields
(n-dimensional) examining their values and “snaps” them to a model or surface it constructs.
This is great for cleaning up fuzzy/imprecise data, such as location or sensor data, and
removing the “noise”. You can view this as a continuous real-time filter to amplify and extract
the “signal” from the “noise”. It can be used to handle missing events and correct faulty
events.

See Using the Kalman Filter UDX in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide. 
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Identifying Missing Records from Streams

SQLstream supports self RIGHT OUTER JOIN on a stream. The following example shows
how to identify missing records in a stream.

SELECT STREAM lastKey AS partitionKey, col1, col2

FROM s OVER (ORDER BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE)

             RANGE INTERVAL '0' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sCurrent

RIGHT OUTER JOIN -- against the distinct keys over the last min

                 -- missing keys are assigned NULL values

      ( SELECT STREAM DISTINCT

             STEP(s.ROWTIME BY INTERVAL '1' MINUTE),

             s.partitionKey AS lastKey

        FROM s )

            OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '0' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sHistory

ON (sCurrent.partitionKey = sHistory.lastKey)

WHERE col1 IS NULL AND col2 IS NULL;

Reconstituting/Imputing Missing Records from Streams

Using the Interpolation UDX to Reconstitute or Impute Missing Records

Guavus SQLstream provides an Interpolation UDX to detect missing records in a stream
comprising data records that occur at regular time intervals. The UDX will infer the time
interval given the timestamps of the data transmitted or can be told to ensure that every given
time interval a record is emitted. For example, a sensor might put out reading every 10s. We
see readings for 9.9s interval, 10.1s interval, 10.0 interval, 10.1 interval, 19.9 interval. We
detect that we have respectively readings for t1, t2, t3, t4, t6 given the intervals observed. The
UDX will then detect the missing event/record for t5 and perform interpolation to create and
emit the missing record immediately before emitting the record for t6. So the UDX is per every
record input it will output one or more records. The interpolation performed can be specified
based on the number of values you wish to be used for “curve fitting” which you specify as a
positive integral parameter. Two values implies linear interpolation. Three implies quadratic
and so on. 

We emit a record for each missing record. It is very unlikely that there will be more than three
missing records if it is due to, say, UDP/IP data transmission losses, which is the most
common use case we encounter for such transmission losses. UDP, unlike TCP, is a “fire
and forget” protocol, and is low-cost and real-time, but does not provide reliable delivery. It
relies on the data transmission layer to deliver without accounting for each delivery of a
packet. This is popular for sensors emitting metrics whose delivery is not mission critical or
life-threatening.

See Using the Interpolation UDX in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide. 

Using SQL to Reconstitute or Impute Missing Records
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Finally SQL is such a powerful analytic language that advance SQL constructs can be used
to provide arbitrary algorithms and windows for imputing missing values. Below we show a
generic,  powerful SQL template where you can insert any arbitrary SQL UDA (we show AVG
below) can be applied to the values received in an arbitrary pipeline. The technique exploits
SQL’s ability to join streams with themselves, and to use Right Outer Joins specifically that
can be used to detect missing values for given keys (shown as “partitionKey”s below).

A self join on a stream helps impute missing values in a stream. The example below
illustrates how a self stream-stream right outer join generates a missing report for each
patitionKey every minute. These missing values for columns are extrapolated as simply the
average of reports for the past 10 minutes.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW JoinView AS

SELECT STREAM

    lastKey AS partitionKey, col1, col2, lastCol1, lastCol2

FROM

      s OVER (ORDER BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE)

              RANGE INTERVAL '0' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sCurrent

    RIGHT OUTER JOIN -- impute a missing report for partitionKey

      (SELECT STREAM

           s.partitionKey AS lastKey,

           LAST_VALUE(col1) AS lastCol1,

           LAST_VALUE(col2) AS lastCol2,

       FROM s

       GROUP BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), partitionKey

      ) OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '10' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sHistory

    ON (sCurrent.partitionKey = sHistory.lastKey);

SELECT STREAM

    partitionKey,

    CASE WHEN AVG(col1) IS NULL

         THEN AVG(lastCol1)

         ELSE AVG(col1) END AS col1,

    CASE WHEN AVG(col2) IS NULL

         THEN AVG(lastCol2)

         ELSE AVG(col2) END AS col2

FROM JoinView AS j

GROUP BY j.ROWTIME, partitionKey;
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